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This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is
subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device may not
cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any
interference received, including interference that may cause
undesired operation.

FCC Class A Compliance Statement 

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the
limits for a Class A digital device, pursuant to part 15 of the FCC
Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable
protection against harmful interference when the equipment is
operated in a commercial environment. This equipment
generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if
not installed and used in accordance with the instruction manual,
may cause harmful interference to radio communications.
Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause
harmful interference, in which case the user will be required to
correct the interference at his own expense.

Caution: Any changes or modifications made to this device
that are not expressly approved by Welch Allyn, Inc. may
void the user's authority to operate the equipment.

Note: To maintain compliance with FCC Rules and Regulations,
cables connected to this device must be shielded cables, in
which the cable shield wire(s) have been grounded (tied) to the
connector shell.

Canadian Notice

This equipment does not exceed the Class A limits for radio
noise emissions as described in the Radio Interference
Regulations of the Canadian Department of Communications
(ICES-003).

Le present appareil numerique n'emet pas de bruits
radioelectriques depassant les limites applicables aux appareils
numeriques de la classe A prescrites dans le Reglement sur le
brouillage radioelectrique edicte par le ministere des
Communications du Canada (ICES-003).



On Line Verifier Model 10 only:

The CE mark on the product indicates that the system
has been tested to and conforms with the provisions noted within
the 89/336/ EEC Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive.

For further information please contact:
Hand Held Products (UK) Ltd.
1st Floor
Dallam Court Dallam Lane
Warrington, Cheshire WA2 7LT
England

Hand Held Products shall not be liable for use of our product with
equipment (i.e., power supplies, personal computers, etc.) that is
not CE marked.



Use with UL-Listed Bar Code Printers 

The OLV10 is meant to be used only with UL-listed Bar Code
Printers.

Cautions

• Never stare directly into the laser beam.

• Never stare directly at a reflected image of the laser beam.

• Avoid exposure to the laser beam.

• Use of controls, adjustments or performance of procedures
other than those specified herein may result in hazardous
visible light exposure.

• Use the OLV10 only with UL-Listed Bar Code Printers.

The following laser light Caution labels must be affixed to your
OLV10/20 verifier. If they are not, contact Hand Held Products
immediately.
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Maintenance 

The OLV10/20 is designed to provide maintenance free operation through its life;
it contains no moving parts that require maintenance.

Cleaning

The output window should be kept clean by wiping it with a slightly dampened,
soft cloth. Dampen with water or a screen cleaner.

Obtaining Factory Service 

Hand Held Products provides service for all its products through a service center

located at its manufacturing facilities in Charlotte, North Carolina. To obtain

warranty or non-warranty service, return the unit to Hand Held Products

(postage paid) with a copy of the dated purchase record attached.

In the United States, please contact the Hand Held Products’ Product Service

Department at the address/telephone number listed below to obtain a Return

Material Authorization number (RMA #).

Main Office
Hand Held Products Service Department

7510 East Independence Boulevard

Charlotte, N.C. 28227

Product Service Department

Telephone: (800) 782-4263 or (704) 568-0536

Fax: (704) 532-4191

For service in Europe, please contact your Hand Held Products’ representative

(at the address that follows) or your local distributor.

European Office

Hand Held Products, Ltd.

Hondsruglaan 87 D

5628 DB Eindhoven

The Netherlands

Telephone: Int+ 31 40 242 4486

Fax: Int+ 31 40 242 5672
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United Kingdom Office
Hand Held Products (UK) Ltd.

Dallam Court

Dallam Lane

Warrington

Cheshire WA2 7LT

United Kingdom

Telephone: Int+44 (0) 1 925 240055

or Int+353 1 216 0070

Fax: Int+44 (0) 1 925 631280

or Int+353 1 295 6353

For service in Asia, please contact your Hand Held Products’ representative (at

the address that follows) or your local distributor.

Asia/Pacific Office
Hand Held Products

10/F Tung Sun Commercial Centre

194-200 Lockhart Road

Wanchai, Hong Kong

Telephone: Int+852-2511-3050 or 2511-3132

Fax: Int+852-251-1355

For service in Japan, please contact your Hand Held Products’ representative

(at the address that follows) or your local distributor.

Japan Office

Hand Held Products

Bon Marusan 8F

3-5-1 Kanda-Jinbocho

Chiyoda-ku

Tokyo 101, Japan

Telephone: Int+81-3-5212-7392

Fax: Int+81-3-3261-7372

For service in Latin America, please contact your Hand Held Products’

representative (at the address that follows) or your local distributor.
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Latin America Office
Hand Held Products

5150 North Tamiami Trail

Suite 302

Naples, FL 34103-2821

Telephone: (941) 263-7600

Fax: (941) 263-9689

Help Desk 

If you need assistance installing or troubleshooting your scanner, please call

your Distributor or the nearest Hand Held Products technical support office:

North America:

Telephone: (315) 685-2476 (8 a.m. to 6 p.m. EST)

Fax number: (315) 685-4960

E-mail: support@handheld.com

Europe:
Telephone-
European Ofc: Int+31 40 242 4486
U.K. Ofc: Int+44 1925 240055
E-mail: support@handheld.com

Asia:

Telephone: Int+852-2511-3050 or 2511-3132

E-mail: support@handheld.com
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Specifications 

Indicators

(5) Output Status LEDS

(1) Synchronization LED

Switches

Select
Enter
F1
F2

Communications

Type Serial, Asynchronous

Format 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity bit

Character set ASCII

Handshaking RTS/CTS or XON/XOFF

Baud Rate 9600

Electrical
Input Voltage:

Model 10 +5 VDC ± 5% 300 mA max.

100 mv ripple max.

Outputs:

Open Collector 250 mA sink max.

24 VDC pull-up max.

Inputs:
Switch Input Internal 10K pull-up to 5 VDC

External pull-up to 24VDC

Maximum is allowed

Electrically
Isolated Input

2 wires (+,-)

Input resistance 47K ohms

Activation voltage +15 VDC to

+100 VDC, 120 Hz full rectified 100 VDC RMS
is acceptable
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Environmental

Do not operate or store your unit or components in temperatures outside the
range of 50°F - 105°F (10°C - 40°C.) Do not operate or store your unit in
conditions of high humidity - over 80%.

System

Scanner Type: Moving beam laser, 670 nm nominal wavelength

• System Scan Rate: 40 scans per second nominal

• Symbol Analysis Time: 50 ms nominal

• X Dimension (narrow element): 7.5 mil (.191 mm)

Estimates of Minimum Bar code height versus print Speed:

6" (152 mm)/sec = .5" (12.7 mm) bar code height minimum

4" (102 mm)/sec = .35" (8.89 mm) bar code height minimum

8" (203 mm)/sec = .5" (12.7 mm) bar code height minimum in higher security
modes

Scan Width: Approximately 6" (152mm) max.
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Limited Warranty 

Welch Allyn Data Collection, Inc., d/b/a Hand Held Products (“HHP”) warrants its
products to be free from defects in materials and workmanship and to conform to
HHP’s published specifications applicable to the products purchased at the time
of shipment. This warranty does not cover any HHP product which is (i)
improperly installed or used; (ii) damaged by accident or negligence, including
failure to follow the proper maintenance, service, and cleaning schedule; or (iii)
damaged as a result of (A) modification or alteration by the purchaser or other
party, (B) excessive voltage or current supplied to or drawn from the interface
connections, (C) static electricity or electro-static discharge, (D) operation under
conditions beyond the specified operating parameters, or (E) repair or service of
the product by anyone other than HHP or its authorized representatives.

This warranty shall extend from the time of shipment for the duration published
by HHP for the product at the time of purchase (“Warranty Period”). Any
defective product must be returned (at purchaser’s expense) during the
Warranty Period to HHP’s factory or authorized service center for inspection. No
product will be accepted by HHP without a Return Materials Authorization, which
may be obtained by contacting HHP. In the event that the product is returned to
HHP or its authorized service center within the Warranty Period and HHP
determines to its satisfaction that the product is defective due to defects in
materials or workmanship, HHP, at its sole option, will either repair or replace
the product without charge, except for return shipping to HHP.

EXCEPT AS MAY BE OTHERWISE PROVIDED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE
FOREGOING WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER COVENANTS OR
WARRANTIES, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, ORAL OR WRITTEN,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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HHP’S RESPONSIBILITY AND PURCHASER’S EXCLUSIVE REMEDY UNDER
THIS WARRANTY IS LIMITED TO THE REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT OF THE
DEFECTIVE PRODUCT. IN NO EVENT SHALL HHP BE LIABLE FOR
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, AND, IN NO
EVENT, SHALL ANY LIABILITY OF HHP ARISING IN CONNECTION WITH
ANY PRODUCT SOLD HEREUNDER (WHETHER SUCH LIABILITY ARISES
FROM A CLAIM BASED ON CONTRACT, WARRANTY, TORT, OR
OTHERWISE) EXCEED THE ACTUAL AMOUNT PAID TO HHP FOR THE
PRODUCT. THESE LIMITATIONS ON LIABILITY SHALL REMAIN IN FULL
FORCE AND EFFECT EVEN WHEN HHP MAY HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH INJURIES, LOSSES, OR DAMAGES. SOME STATES,
PROVINCES, OR COUNTRIES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR
LIMITATIONS OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE
ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

All provisions of this Limited Warranty are separate and severable, which means
that if any provision is held invalid and unenforceable, such determination shall
not affect the validity of enforceability of the other provisions hereof.

The limited duration of this warranty is for two (2) years.
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Introduction  

The OLV10/20 can automatically scan and analyze bar code symbols, providing
100% real time bar code verification for most applications.

The unit is simple yet flexible. A serial port and five outputs are preprogrammed
before shipment, and they can also be programmed to respond to various
analysis results. The unit can operate in freescan mode or in auto-discrimination
mode. The OLV10/20 can also operate in synchronization mode; in this mode
the unit is programmed to expect specific patterns of data.

The system flexibility allows the user to program the type of operation required
for a specific application.

Like all Hand Held Products equipment, the OLV10/20 uses advanced
technology. It is a precision instrument and should be treated with care. If
properly used and maintained, this quality device will provide precise verification
performance for many years.

System Description

The OLV10/20 is designed to automatically scan and analyze bar code symbols
as they pass by its scanner.

The output ports can be programmed to do the following:

• Pause the printer

• Illuminate an indicator

• Activate an alarm
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OLV10, front panel indicators
(Factory settings shown)
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The above settings provide an instant status after each bar code is scanned.
The data, in turn, can be used by a host to confirm the quality of a printed symbol
or send control messages back to the printer.

While the ports are programmed ahead of time according to the diagram above,
each output can be reprogrammed to be activated by a single event1, or by a
number of consecutive or accumulative events. All events are automatically
stored in a scan history buffer for later reference and possible printout from the
serial port. The factory settings should be adequate for most applications.

All programmable functions are accessible through the serial port using OLVCL1
Language (Appendix G (Command Language—OLVCL1).

1 An error or warning condition

PAUSE

NO-READ

REJECT

WARNING

ACCEPTABLE

Any warning = yes, Any rejects = yes, Scan Profile =
yes No-read = yes, Port 1 fail grade = > D,
Accumulative = 1, Consecutive = 1, Port 1 duration =
Latch, Port 1 polarity = ON, Good evaluation = NO

Any no-read = yes, Port 2 duration = Latch, Port 2
polarity = ON

Any reject = yes, Port 3 duration = Latch, Port 3
polarity = ON

Any warning = yes, Port 4 duration = Latch, Port 4
polarity = ON

Good evaluation = yes, Port 5 duration = per scan
pulse, pulse timer = 0.15 sec.
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The unit can scan and analyze bar codes by using:

• a synchronization input mode, or

• a freescan mode

In either case, up to six scan lines can be programmed to detect the symbology type and
number of symbols across the scan line.

The complete set of scan lines is called a pattern. A maximum of ten symbols
can be programmed in a pattern. The main reason for a pattern is to detect a
no-read condition. The no-read parameter can be used to manipulate the unit's
outputs. The OLV10 verifier will detect no-read and missing symbols that could
be missed by other decoders.
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Operation 

When the unit is powered it will display the Main Menu. All five outputs will be in
the same status as when power was removed. If the unit was transmitting from
the serial port at the time of power down, any remaining portion of the
transmission will not be resumed after the next power up.

Main Menu Operations

The Main Menu can be displayed at any time by simultaneously pressing the
Enter and Select keys on the front of the verifier.

Once the menu is displayed, the Select key is used to move through the menu
items. Each time the Select key is pressed, the cursor goes to the first character
of the next menu item. Pressing the Enter key activates the selected item.

GO CONFIG BUFFER

PATTERN REALTIME

The five Full Menu choices are defined as follows:

GO Places the verifier in the scanning mode.

CONFIG Enables the user to change the hardware interface and
selection criteria for the defined ports. CAUTION: incorrect
settings can make the verifier inoperable.

BUFFERS Enables the user to view or output (via the RS232 port)
Buffer/program information.

PATTERN Allows the user to define and change the pattern information.

REALTIME Allows the user to enable/disable and change the selection
criteria for transmitting, via the RS232 port, the bar code
information in the scanning mode.

Reset Menu

Press F1 and F2 at the same time to either reset the port outputs or re-initialize
the scan history buffer. The Reset Menu will display:

MAIN RESET: PORTS

RESET: BUFFERS
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Use the Select button to place the cursor on one of the three options, then press
Enter to enable the option.

Select MAIN to return to the Main Menu.

Select Reset Ports to:

• Reset all ports to inactive states

• Unlatch any latched outputs

• Clear all accumulative and consecutive counts pending an event

For easier system initialization, press Enter and F1 simultaneously to reset the
ports. The Main Menu will then display.

Select Reset Buffers to:

• Reinitialize all scan history buffers

• Clear the Scan Analysis buffer

Enable Scan/Analysis Operation

The Scan and Analysis functions are disabled on menus. Press Enter and
Select simultaneously. Use the Select button to move the cursor to GO. Press
Enter to enable scanning and analysis. A System Scanning Screen will be
displayed until a bar code is read.

As the OLV10/20 is actively scanning, the LCD will display decoded data on the
top row and the average bar deviation on the bottom row. The average bar
deviation screen is shown in complete detail in the Data Analysis Screens. Refer
to the Appendix C for a description of all the analysis screens.

When the Sync Mode is enabled, the unit will begin performing scans and doing
analysis; this process begins after a synchronization signal has been received.
(When GO is selected.)

When the FREESCAN Mode is enabled, the background timer (if enabled) will
begin after a symbol is scanned and analyzed.
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Programming a Pattern 

The OLV10/20 must be “told” what bar code symbols to expect. A pattern, which
has been defined and saved, tells the unit what to look for.

The unit can scan up to 6 lines, and 6 scan lines can be programmed into the
unit with up to 4 symbols across each scan line. The diagram of a pattern
(below) shows the 24 possible positions.

A complete set of scan lines represents a pattern, and a pattern can have a
maximum of 10 symbols. This means that a maximum of 10 bar codes can be
placed anywhere in the pattern.

The unit will retain a pattern in non-volatile memory2 even when the unit is shut
off.

2 Memory retained even when unit is powered down

Line 1

Line 2

Line 3

Line 6

Line 5

Line 4
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Defining and Saving a Pattern

In order to use a pattern you must first define a pattern.

The pattern Selections are accessed from the Main Menu. Place the cursor on
PATTERN, then press the Enter button.

The following Pattern Menu Screen will display:

L# 1 AUTOMATIC

ANY OFF OFF OFF

• “L #” refers to the particular scan line number (1-6). The default is “1.”

• “AUTOMATIC” This field displays the bar code symbology. In this case
“Automatic” is displayed because the cursor is located on “ANY,” which
signifies that the verifier will check the scanned bar code against all of its
known valid bar codes.

• “ANY OFF OFF OFF” These 4 field “switches” represent the 4 fields across
one of the 6 scan lines. “OFF” indicates that there is no bar code selected
for that field. When “OFF” is selected in the first entry of a scan line (or in
any entry of scan line 6) the pattern is completed.

After each line is completed the Scans/Eval screen will display. See Maximum
Scans/Evaluations.

For greatest system throughput, use a symbology option rather than auto-
discriminate (ANY) in each scan line. This also minimizes the chance of
decoding errors that may occur when using auto-discrimination.

Bar Code Symbol Selections

ANY Any known valid bar code

OFF No bar code

C39 Code 39

125 INTERLEAVED 2 0f 5

C93 Code 93

128 Code 128

CBR CODABAR

U/E UPC/EAN
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Recognized Symbologies

Code 39  (C39) Code 93  (C93) 

  USS 3 of  9 (USS)   USS Code 93  (USS) 

  AIAG-B1  (B1)   ANSI Code 93  (ANS) 

  AIAG-B3/4/5  (345) Code 128  (128) 

  LOGMARS  (LOG)   USS Code 128  (USS) 

  HIBC  (HIB)   ANSI Code 128  (ANS) 

  ANSI 3 OF 9 (ANS) CODABAR  (CBR) 

  ANSI W/43 (W43)   USS Codabar  (USS) 

UPC/EAN  (U/E)   ANSI Codabar  (ANS) 

  80 - 89%  (80) INTERLEAVED 2 of 5 

  90 - 115%  (90)   USS I 2 of 5  (USS) 

  116 - 150%  (116)   ANSI I 2 of 5  (ANS) 

  151 - 200%  (151)   UPC Case Code  (CAS) 

Maximum Scans/Evaluations

L# MAXIMUM

SCANS/EVAL 10

When the pattern has been defined (after each line), the Maximum
Scans/Eval screen will display.

The scan line number is indicated in the L # field on the top row. The Select
button is used to enter a number from 1 to 10. This sets the number of scans
that will be averaged.

The scan line number represents the maximum number of scans (and decodes)
that should be used to analyze the symbols in the scan line. When the
programmed number of scans are analyzed, the system assumes that the next
symbol is in position to be decoded. In other words, only a limited number of
scans can take place before a symbol has passed out of the verifier’s reading
zone.
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The maximum scans setting becomes important when symbols of an identical
symbology and data are repeated in the same pattern or when a single symbol
per pattern is constantly being repeated while being analyzed in the FREESCAN
mode. When the real time communication mode or no-read conditions are
implemented, it is important to ensure that the analysis feedback is for the
expected symbol.

The maximum scan value is calculated using speed of printer, bar code height,
number of symbols, etc.

(See System Specifications for OLV10/20 thruput parameters.)

In most situations, a setting of 10 is recommended because this will take
maximum advantage of multiple scan averaging. A setting of 1 is recommended
when maximum thruput is required.

Number of Characters per Symbol

It is possible to program the unit to recognize the number of characters per
symbol on each scan line. This provides better security and system thruput.

The Number of Characters screen displays after all scan lines and maximum
scans per evaluation setting have been entered.

# OF CHARS MODE?

YES NO

Place the cursor on YES and press Enter to set the number of characters for
each symbol on each scan line. The display is similar to the Pattern Menu
Screen described previously.

L # 1 AUTOMATIC

0 0 0 0

• “L#” refers to the particular scan line number (1-6). The default is line 1,
Automatic. Toggle to display the symbology in place of Automatic.

• The “0” fields indicate the current number of characters recognized in the
four fields of the scan line.
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Navigate through the fields using the Select button. Press Enter to set the
desired number of characters. The values 1 through 32 are available depending
on the symbology.

In the case of UPC/EAN, the “type” of symbol will be the option. An example is
UA for a UPC-A type symbol. See Table 5-3 which shows all the available
options.

Entering zero will inhibit the number of characters check for the specific symbol.
The values correspond to all symbol characters including Stop, Start and Mod
Check for all symbologies.

Place the cursor on NO in the Number of Characters Screen and press Enter to
disable the number of characters check for all scan lines, and proceed to the
next appropriate menu item.

Number of Character options for UPC/EAN Symbology

Symbol Definition

UA UPC-A

UA2 UPC-A plus 2 digit addendum

UA5 UPC-A plus 5 digit addendum

UE UPC-E

UE2 UPC-E plus 2 digit addendum

UE5 UPC-E plus 5 digit addendum

E8 EAN-8

E82 EAN-8 plus 2 digit addendum

E85 EAN-8 plus 5 digit addendum

E3 EAN-13

E32 EAN-13 plus 2 digit addendum

E35 EAN-13 plus 5 digit addendum

Note: Interleaved 2-of-5 contains two digits per symbol character. The value
must be set to one-half the total data digits in the symbol. Do not include stop
and start patterns.
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Scan Line Data Match Mode

For maximum scan security it is possible to program scan lines for specific data
content. If data does not compare to the expected target(s), a “no match”
condition occurs. A no match is a Reject condition.

When all scan lines, maximum scans per evaluation settings and number of
characters options have been entered, the Data Match Mode screen will be
displayed.

DATA MATCH MODE

YES NO

Place the cursor on YES and press Enter to set a target value for any of the
scan lines. If the mode is enabled, the Scan Line Number screen will display:

SCAN LINE # XX

YES NO

The scan line number being referenced is displayed in the upper row in the XX
field.

If this scan line will not be used for a data match, place the cursor on NO and
press Enter.

If this scan line will be used for a data match, place the cursor on YES and press Enter.
If YES is selected, a screen will be displayed to place the scanner beam in the target for
the scan line.

Press any button to Enter the scan line target. The unit will then proceed to the
next appropriate display so that all scan lines will be available for data match
targets.

Verification and Print Speed

There is a relationship between the scanning capabilities of the On-Line Model
10 and the print speed. There are two calculations that can be made to
determine the speed at which the printer should operate to ensure accurate
scanning:

• Scan Line Calculation – determines if print speed is too high and/or bar
code height is too small for a particular scan rate.

 
• Pattern Calculation – determines if print speed is too high to analyze the

pattern.
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If the print speed is too fast or the bar code height is too small for the scan rate,
quality cannot be assured. If the print speed is too slow productivity will
diminish. In order to achieve the optimum printer speed refer to the following
formulas:

Bar Code (Scan Line) Formula 

1

PrintSpeed(in/sec)
BarCodeHeight(inches)

075 seconds

·

. ( )
=c

If C < 1 Print speed must be decreased or bar code height must be
increased.

If C> 1, <= 2 Use Number of Characters Mode or Data Match Mode

If C > 2 No need to use Number of Characters Mode, a “lower security”
mode may be used..

Pattern Formula 

( )

1

PrintSpeed c)
LabelLength

Total ofBarCodesinPattern 050

(inches/se
· (inches)

Number ·. (sec)
P=

If P < 1 A complete pattern cannot be analyzed at the current print
speed.

If P > 1, <= 1.5 A complete pattern can probably be analyzed. Minimize the
number of maximum scans in this case

If P > 1.5 A pattern can be analyzed using any Max Scan Lines value.

Traditional Verification

The table below consists of the height of the Bar Codes that can be verified at
various printing speeds. The content of the table indicates the number of scans
per second for appropriate bar code heights and printing speeds. Traditional
verification requires at least four full scans of the bar code for accurate
decodability measurement and implementation.
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The table below shows what Bar Codes can be decoded for the 38 ± 2
scans/second OLV10/20 scanner. In the table, the shaded areas represent bar
code heights (x-axis) at particular paper speeds (y-axis) where only “PASS/FAIL”
information is available, as the scanner does not have enough time to guarantee
four full scans. Only in the white areas is there enough time for at least four full
scans.

Traditional Decodability (Number of Scans)

for 36 Scans/Second Scanners

Print
Speed
inches/

seconds
Bar Code Height (inches)

0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.5 1.75 2.0

1 9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72

2 5 9 14 18 23 27 32 36

3 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24

4 5 7 9 11 14 16 18

5 4 5 7 9 11 13 14

6 3 5 6 8 9 11 12

7 4 5 6 8 9 10

8 3 5 6 7 8 9

9 3 4 5 6 7 8

10 4 5 5 6 7

11 3 4 5 6 7

12 3 4 5 5 6

13 3 4 5 6

14 3 4 5 5

Real Time Communication Mode 

The real time communication mode is used to transmit information about each
bar code symbol immediately after it is scanned and analyzed. The flexibility to
include only the necessary fields allows the user to obtain only the data
necessary for their requirement. Examples are:
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• As a diagnostic tool, the Bar code/Pattern Status and Field Status can be
invaluable.

• Additional statistical analysis can be made by collecting the Bar
code/Pattern Status and Data.

• Using the Symbology Type and All Symbol Characters allows for historical
records.

The Realtime output consists of framing information and up to four user selected
fields transmitted in the following order:

• Framing Character

• Bar code/Pattern Status

• Symbology Type

• Output Port

• Data

• Framing Character

The following describes the process to include (enable) or exclude (disable)
each of these fields, selecting the output framing, and the communication
protocol selection.

Simultaneously press Enter and Select. The following menu displays:

GO CONFIG BUFFER

PATTERN REALTIME

Press Select until the under bar is under the “R” in REALTIME, then press
Enter. The following menu displays:

XMIT CHOICE

DISABLED

The option above enables the user to Turn On or Turn Off the transmission and
to determine how often the transmission will occur. Press Select as necessary
to display the desired option on the bottom line. The choices are:

• Disabled (default)

• Enabled, All Status

• Enabled, On Warning or Error only

Press Enter to program the desired option and proceed to the next menu.

XMIT STATUS
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ENABLED

This option allows the user to include the Bar code/Pattern status and ANSI
Grade in the Output. Press Select as necessary to display the desired option on
the bottom line. The choices are:

• Enabled (standard default)

• Disabled

Press Enter to program the desired option and proceed to the next menu.

XMIT SYMBOLOGY

ENABLED

The bar code symbology/sub-symbology code may be included or excluded
through the choice made from the menu above. Use Select and Enter to
program this function. The choices are:

• Enabled

• Disabled (standard default)

XMIT DATA TYPE

ALL SYMBOL CHARS

This menu above defines the data output options. The choices are:

• Disabled

• Data Character Only (standard default)

• All Symbol Characters

Press Enter to program the desired option and proceed to the next menu.

XMIT FIELD STAT.

DISABLED

The status of the Active ports can be added to the output by the user with the
menu. The choices are:

• Enabled

• Disabled (standard default)

Press Enter to program the desired option and proceed to the next menu.
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XMIT FRAMING

TRAILING <CR>

The user selects the framing characters using the options from the above menu.
The choices are:

• Trailing <Carriage Return> (standard default)

• <Start of TeXt> + <End of TeXt>

• Disabled

Press Enter to program the desired option and proceed to the next menu.

XMIT PROTOCOL

RTS/CTS

The menu above is the communications protocol to use during the output. The
choices are:

• Xon/Xoff

• RTS/CTS (standard default)

Press Enter to program the desired option and proceed to the full menu.
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Real Time Communication Status Format

Real time Status formats are comprised of four hexadecimal characters and the
ANSI grade. Each character is transmitted in ASCII format, leftmost character
transmitted first. The following table shows the error status for the four status
characters.

Real Time Status Formats

0000 - Acceptable

0001 - Reject Narrow 0100 - Warning Ratio

0002 - Reject Wide 0200 – Warning Misread

0004 - Reject Format 0400 - Warning Wide

0008 - Reject Mod Check 0800 - Warning Narrow

0010 - Reject Misread 1000 - Warning Intercharacter Gap

0020 - Reject Incomplete Pattern 2000 - Failure Decodability

0040 - Reserved 4000 - Failure ANSI Reference
Decode

0080 - No Data Match 8000 - Warning Quiet Zone

Real Time Communication Symbology Format

The real time symbology format consists of four hexadecimal characters which
indicate the symbology and sub-symbology type that was scanned and analyzed.
Each hexadecimal character is transmitted in ASCII for a total of four characters
in the field.

Real Time Field Status Format

The real time field status is a two hexadecimal digit message indicating the
current status of all five output ports. Each bit indicates the state of the
individual port as Active (if it is a “1”) or Inactive (if it is a “0”) at the time the
command is processed. The following table explains the layout.

Real Time Field Status Layout

MSB LSB

Unused Unused Unused Port 5 Port 4 Port 3 Port 2 Port 1

Example: a ‘05’ (bits 00000101) would indicate that ports 1 and 3 were active
when the output was made.

Note: Polarity is a parameter in the output port configuration, it is not implied in
this status; Active is always a “1” and Inactive is always a “0”.
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Real Time Communications Framing Characters

Framing refers to the type of control characters that surround the real time
transmission. The following table explains the options.

Real time Framing Characters

Choice Description

Disabled No Framing information transmitted.

STX/ETX The transmission is framed, starting with
an STX (Start of Text) character, and
ending with an ETX (End of Text)
character.

Trailing <CR> The transmission ends with a <CR>
character followed by a null.
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Data Formats 

Real Time Communication

Enabling the ALL SYMBOL CHARS option for real time communication causes
the unit to transmit a field of all symbol characters decoded. This includes all
Start and Stop and Modulo Check characters. Stop and start patterns (I 2 of 5
and UPC/EAN guard bars) are not transmitted.

The table on page 28, “Transmission Format for Realtime All Symbol Chars
Option,” provides examples of data formats for the symbologies supported for
the DECODE option.

Enabling the DATA ONLY option for real time communication causes the unit to
transmit a field of only data characters. The table on page 30, “Data Characters
Only,” provides examples of data formats for the symbologies supported for the DATA
ONLY option.
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Transmission Format for Realtime All Symbol Chars Option

All symbol characters will be transmitted in this mode

Code 39:

Stop and Start characters indicated by asterisk (*)

Example: Symbol encoding data (Start)012ABC(Stop) transmission will be
*012ABC*

Codabar

Stop and Start characters indicated by A, B, C or D appropriately per USS
specification.

Example: Symbol encoding data (Start A)0127(Stop B) transmission will be
A0127B.

Interleaved 2-of-5

Stop and Start patterns are not transmitted. All symbol characters contain
two digits, therefore all digits will be transmitted

Example: Symbol encoding data (start pattern)012789(stop pattern)
transmission will be 012789

Code 128

Each character is transmitted as a two character field as described in the
Appendix A

The Mod 103 character is transmitted in the form of the subset enabled at
the time

Example: Symbol encoding data (Start A)567RSTUVWD(Stop) transmission
will be:

*A[sp]5[sp]6[sp]7[sp]R[sp]S[sp]T[sp]U[sp]V[sp]W[sp]D**

NOTE: [space] D is the Mod 103 check character in Subset A form

Code 93:

Characters are transmitted in the form as described in Appendix E. The
special character pairs are transmitted in pairs as described in the Appendix
E

Both check characters are transmitted in order of C, K per USS specification.
Stop and Start characters are indicated by asterisk (*)

Example: Symbol encoding (Start)87WXYZ6T(Stop) transmission will be
*987WXYZ6T*.

NOTE: 6 is Mod check character C, T is Mod check character K
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Transmission Format for Realtime All Symbol Chars Option
(continued)

UPC/EAN

Characters are transmitted in a form delimited by spaces (similar to words in
a sentence delimited by spaces)

Check digit is transmitted. 2 and 5 digit addendum (if included) will trail data
and be separated by a space

Example: UPC-E encoding data + Mod check 01234565 transmission will
be 0[sp]123456[sp]5

Example: EAN-13 encoding data + Mod check 9876543212344
transmission will be 98[sp]76543[sp]21234[sp]4

Example: EAN-8 encoding data + Mod check 01928372 transmission will be
00[sp]0001[sp]92837[sp]2
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Data Characters Only

This mode transmits data characters only, with no delimiters

Code 39:

Stop and Start characters will not be transmitted. Any optional Mod check
digits (Mod 43, etc.) will be transmitted

Example: Symbol encoding data (Start)012ABC(Stop) transmission will be
012ABC

Codabar

Stop and Start characters will not be transmitted. Any optional Mod check
characters will be transmitted

Example: Symbol encoding data (Start A)0127(Stop B) transmission will be
0127

Interleaved 2-of-5

Only data digits will be transmitted

Example: Symbol encoding data (Start pattern)012789(Stop pattern)
transmission will be 012789

Code 128

Stop, Start and Mod 103 check characters will not be transmitted. Non-
printable ASCII and Code 128 control characters will not be transmitted

Example: Symbol encoding data (Start A)567RSTUVWD(Stop)
transmission will be 567RSTUVW

NOTE: D is a mod check digit and therefore is not transmitted

Code 93

Stop, Start and Mod check characters C and K are not transmitted Special
character pairs are transmitted as pairs as described in the Appendix E

Example: Symbol encoding data (Start)987WXYZ6T(Stop) transmission
will be 987WXYZ

NOTE: 6 and T are Mod check characters and are not transmitted

UPC/EAN

All digits transmitted including symbol Mod 10 check digit. No delimiters-
Addendum data (if any) will be transmitted at the end of the data

Addendum data (if any) will be transmitted at the end of the data

Example: UPC-A symbol encoding data + Mod check 012345678905
transmission will be 012345678905

Example: EAN-8 with 5 digit addendum encoding data + Mod 10 check digit
01928372 43645 [addendum] transmission will be 0192837243645
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Synchronous Operation Mode 

The Standard Sync Mode requires an input signal to indicate the start of the next
pattern to be analyzed. The Envelope Sync Mode requires an input signal to
indicate the start of the next pattern and an indication when the end of analysis is
to occur. These two modes of operation are the most secure, especially if No
Read conditions must be used as output parameters.

This mode is accessed from the Main Menu. Place the cursor on CONFIG and
press Enter. The following Operation Mode screen is displayed:

OPERATION MODE

FREESCAN MODE

If the second line of the display shows the FREESCAN MODE choice, press the
Select key until the desired Sync Mode of Operation is displayed then press
Enter to choose that mode:

OPERATION MODE

STANDARD SYNC

or

OPERATION MODE

ENVELOPE SYNC

The next display will ask for synch polarity:

SYNC POLARITY

ACTIVE=ON OFF

Use the Select key to place the cursor either upon the word ON or OFF. Press
Enter to enable the polarity option.

The unit has two types of sync inputs; one is electrically isolated and the other is
a switch input.

The sync LED on the front panel will be illuminated whenever either input goes
“active.” In the case of the isolated input, the LED is ON when current is flowing.
In the case of the switch input, the LED is ON when input is “closed” (or
“grounded”).
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FREESCAN Operation Mode 

The FREESCAN mode of operation does not require a synchronization input. Its
advantage is simplicity of setup. Its disadvantage is that it is less accurate in
detecting a no-read condition.

A programmable background timer is available in this mode to substitute for a
sync signal for determining a no-read condition. If a pattern is not completely
analyzed during the time selected, a no-read condition occurs.

The timer can also be disabled. This is useful in cases where symbols being
analyzed may be passing the scanner at a higher rate than the unit can analyze.
The symbols will then be “spot checked” at the unit’s rate of analysis. A no-read
condition will not exist in this configuration.

The FREESCAN mode is accessed from the Main Menu. Place the cursor on
CONFIG and press Enter. The following Operation Mode screen is displayed:

OPERATION MODE

SYNC FREESCAN

If the second line of the display does not show the FREESCAN MODE choice,
press the Select key until the FREESCAN Mode of Operation is displayed then
press Enter to choose the mode. The FREESCAN Timer option will display:

FREESCAN TIMER

ENABLED DISABLED

Use the Select button to display the desired FREESCAN Timer setting on the
bottom row. The three digits are capable of displaying up to 99.9 seconds. Use
the Select button to display the value desired for the digit pointed to by the
cursor. Press Enter to enable the value then point to the next digit until all three
are entered.
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Output Port Configuration 

Since the output ports are preset, you may not need to refer to this section at all.
However, each of the five output ports can be configured to activate on various
combinations of analysis results, referred to as “events.” The output polarity and
duration can also be programmed. The port configuration is accessed
immediately after the operation mode (Synchronized or FREESCAN) has been
programmed.

Port Programming Selections

Port programming is initiated by the Port Selection Screen shown below:

OUTPUT SELECTION

PORT 1 2 3 4 5

Note: Once the port programming is completed, the final entry always returns to
the Port Programming Screen. The user must press the Enter and Select
buttons simultaneously and return to the Main Menu to exit this menu operation
(which is the final portion of the CONFIG Menu).

To program a port, use the Select button to place the cursor on the particular
port number (1-5) to be configured. Press Enter to display the Port Parameter
Screen shown below:

PORT 2 PARAMETER

ANY WARNINGS NO

Select options from the lower row of the display. Press Enter to activate the
selection and continue on to the next selection. When all selections have been
made, you will be cycled back to the “Output Selection” menu and you may
select another port to program.

Press Select and Enter at the same time to navigate back to the Main Menu.
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Event Parameters Available for Port Activation

Event Parameter Analysis Error Result

Any Warnings Warning Wide

Any Warnings Warning Narrow

Any Warnings Warning ICG

Any Warnings Warning QZ/SS

Any Warnings Warning Ratio

Scan Profile Failure Decodability

Scan Profile Failure Reference Decode

Any Reject Reject Wide

Any Reject Reject Narrow

Any Reject Reject Format

Any Reject Reject Mod Check

Any Reject No Match (if enabled)

Good Eval. Good Evaluation

No-read Reject No-read

If the enabled event parameter is an ANSI decodability grade, an extra screen
will be displayed, allowing the user to Enter a “fail” threshold grade. Fail
threshold grades are B, C, D or F. The grade entered will be used as the highest
grade to be determined a “fail.”

An example of the screen is shown below:

PORT 2 FAIL GRDE

B C D F

Port Activation Selections

The next screens are the Port Activation Selection screens. A combination of
accumulative or consecutive events can be used to activate the port output. The
port can be disabled by Selecting OFF for each of the consecutive and
accumulative options. The first screen is shown below:

PORT X ACTIVATE

ACCUMULATIVE: XX
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The number of accumulated events required to activate the port is advanced with
Select (1-20). Press Enter to set the parameter and navigate to the second
screen:

PORT X ACTIVATE

CONSECUTIVE: XX

Use the same procedure to display and set the event number (1-10) to activate
the port.

Output Port Duration Settings

The Port Duration Screen is shown below:

PORT DURATION

PER SCAN

Use the Select button to display the following four options on the lower row of
the LCD.

Per Scan (Shown)

Per Scan Pulse

Latch

Latch Pulse

Press Enter to enable the option.

A PER SCAN mode will update the output after each scan that decodes a valid
scan line. For example, if a port activation has occurred and the next scan
analysis produces results that would not activate the port, the output will go to
the inactive state.

A LATCH mode will continue to hold the output in the active state after an
occurrence of activation. Any Pulse mode will hold the output in the active state
for the length of time specified. After the time has expired, the output will be held
in an inactive state. A LATCH type output can be reset only from the Reset Menu or
by pressing F1 and Enter simultaneously.
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If the Latch Pulse mode is selected, the following will be displayed:

PULSE TIMER

SECONDS

Press Select to change the values. Press Enter to Enable the option. Values
range from 0.0 through 9.9.

If the Per Scan Pulse mode is selected, values of .1 through .9 seconds are
allowed.

Output Polarity Option

After the output duration is set, the last option is the output polarity. The Output
Polarity Screen is shown below:

PORT X POLARITY

ACTIVE = ON OFF

Use the Select button to move the cursor to ON or OFF then press Enter to
enable the polarity. Polarity ON means the open collector output is ON, or the
output is “sinking current” in active state. The port LED is illuminated when the
output is “sinking current.”

After the polarity option has been enabled, there will be an automatic return to
the Port Selection Screen.
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Configuration Mode Default Settings for Ports 1 through 5

The following table comprises the Configuration Default Values for the
OLV10/20. These are the values that are attained by holding the F2 key while
simultaneously applying power.

Setting Port 1 Port 2 Port 3 Port 4 Port 5

Any Warning Y N N N N

Any Reject Y N N N N

No Read Y N N N N

Good Scan N N N N Y

Scan Profile Y N N N N

Failing Grade D

Accumulative 1 OFF OFF OFF 1

Consecutive 1 OFF OFF OFF 1

Port Duration

Per Scan Y Y Y

Per Scan Pulse Y

Timer 0.1 sec

Latch Y

Latch Pulse

Timer

Per Sync Mode

Port Polarity ON ON ON ON ON
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Buffer Interface Operation 

The OLV10/20 stores information in various buffers comprised of non-volatile
memory. The unit stores the last symbol analysis that caused a given output to
go into the active state. This analysis may be viewed on the LCD or printed via a
serial port. Scan history, configuration files and the current pattern configuration
are all available for printout via a serial port.

All buffer interface operations are accessible from the Main Menu. Place the
cursor on BUFFER then press Enter. The Buffer Interface Screen will be
displayed. An example is shown below:

BUFFER INTERFACE

VIEW ACTIVATIONS

Use Select to display the option on the bottom row. Press Enter to enable the
option. Available options are:

View Activations

Print Activations

Prnt Scan History

Print Port Config

Prnt Pattern

Print Realtime

View PGM Info

Viewing Analysis Results on the LCD

Enabling the VIEW ACTIVATIONS from the Buffer Interface Screen will allow the
last symbol analysis that caused a given output to go into the active state to be
viewed on the LCD.

Analysis viewing is initiated by the Port Selection Screen shown below:

OUTPUT SELECTION

PORT 1 2 3 4 5

To view the analysis for a port use the Select button to place the cursor on the
particular port number (1-5). Press Enter to view the analysis of the port
selected.
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The screen displays decoded data on the upper row; symbology type and overall
analysis results are displayed on the bottom row. This is referred to as a
Pass/Fail Screen.

Press F1 or F2 to return to the Port Selection Screen to allow the Selection of
another output port number.

Press Select on the Pass/Fail screen to scroll through the decoded data on the
top row (in cases where more than 16 characters were decoded). Press Enter to
access the Detailed Analysis Screens. Then press Select to scroll through those
screens. See Appendix B for a description of all the parameters analyzed for
each symbology and sub-symbology supported by the OLV10/20.

The Detailed Analysis Screens will display the appropriate information. See
Appendix A for descriptions of all Analysis Screens and Code 128 Pass/Fail
Screens versus Detailed Analysis Screens.
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Printing Analysis Results 

Enabling the PRNT ACTIVATIONS option from the Buffer Interface Screen
initiates the output of analysis data of the last symbol that caused a given output
to go into the active state. The following is an example of the printout and format.

Single Scan Analysis

Refer to the Appendix B for a description of all the parameters analyzed for
each symbology and sub-symbology supported by the OLV10/20.

Printing the Scan History

Enabling the Prt Scan History option from the Buffer Interface Screen will initiate
output of the scan history buffer via the serial port. “Print Scan History” on page
41 is an example of the printout.

Refer to Appendix D for a full description of the Scan History Buffer operation.

PORT 5:

Hand Held Products OLV

REVISION: G.00

SINGLE SCAN ANALYSIS

BAR CODE TYPE ... USS C128

DECODE ... * *

A567RSTUVWD *

RESULTS .......... ACCEPTABLE

MOD CHECK - IS ... 36 PASS

SHOULD BE .... 36

DECODABILITY .... BPASS

REFERENCE DECODE .....A

-100% TOL. +100%

-----------RARR+++++++
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Print Scan History

Hand Held Products OLV

REVISION: G.00

PATTERN SET BUFFER

SCAN LINE #1 SECURITY: 1 MAX SCAN: 1

BAR CODE # 1: AUTOMATIC, CHARS: ANY

SCAN HISTORY BUFFER

OPENINGS DATE ..... NO CLOCK INSTALLED

TIME ...

SCANS OBTAINED ..... 135

PATTERN SCAN ANALYSIS

WARNINGS:

QUIET ZONE ................ 8

RATIO ........................... 10

WIDE ............................. 2

NARROW ..................... 0

ICG ................................ 0

PROFILE FAILURES:

REF. DECODE ............. 0

DECODABILITY ......... 0

REJECTS:

MOD CHECK ............... 0

FORMAT ....................... 0

WIDE ............................. 2

NARROW ..................... 0

NO-READ ..................... 0

NO DATA MATCHES…. 1

GOOD ................................ 114

Grade Sums: ........................ A – 83

B – 27

C – 20

D – 4

F - 1
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Printing the Configuration

To initiate output of the configuration settings from the serial port, enable the
Prnt Port CONFIG option from the Buffer Interface Screen. The following is an
example of the data and format of the transmission.

Print Configuration

Notes P = Per Scan Mode

L = Latch Mode

.3 = Per Scan Pulseduration is seconds of pulse

.05 = Latch Pulse Modeduration is seconds of pulse

N = No

Y = Yes

B-F = ANSI Decodability Pass Threshold

Hand Held Products OLV

REVISION: G.00

CONFIGURATION BUFFER

OPERATION MODE ....SYNC

SYNC POLARITY ........ACTIVE=ON

PORT CONFIGURATION

PORT NUMBER

1 2 3 4 5

POLARITY (ACTIVE=) OFF ON ON ON ON

DURATIONS ................ P L .3 L 0.5

WARNINGS ................ Y N N N N

REJECT ........................ N Y N N N

NO-READS .................. Y N N Y N

SCAN PROFILE .......... N N N C D

GOOD .......................... N N Y N N

ACCUMULATIVE ..... 1 10 3 OFF 2

CONSECUTIVE ......... OFF 1 OFF 5 OFF
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Printing the Pattern

To initiate output of the pattern setting from the serial port, enable the Print
Pattern from the Buffer Interface Screen.

The following is an example of the data and format of the transmission.

Pattern Set Buffer

NOTE: See Appendix D - Scan History Buffer for description of Security.

Hand Held Products OLV

REVISION: G.00

PATTERN SET BUFFER

SCAN LINE #1 SECURITY: 2 MAX SCAN: 1

BAR CODE #1: ANSI 3OF9, CHARS: 0

BAR CODE #2: ANSI 3OF9, CHARS: 0

BAR CODE #3: ANSI 3OF9, CHARS: 0

BAR CODE #4: ANSI 3OF9, CHARS: 0

SCAN LINE #2 SECURITY: 1 MAX SCAN: 1

BAR CODE #1: AUTOMATIC, CHARS: 0

BAR CODE #2: AUTOMATIC, CHARS: 0

BAR CODE #3: AUTOMATIC, CHARS: 0

SCAN LINE #3 SECURITY:2 MAX SCAN: 4

BAR CODE #1: USS I2OF5, CHARS: 0

BAR CODE #2: USS I2OF5, CHARS: 0

SCAN LINE #4 SECURITY:2 MAX SCAN: 1

BAR CODE #1: USS 3OF9, CHARS: 0
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Printing REALTIME Setup

Enabling the PRNT REALTIME option from the buffer Interface Screen will
initiate the output of the Real Time Setup parameters from the serial port. The
following is an example of the printout.

Print Realtime

Viewing Program Revision Information

Press Select until the display appears as follows:

BUFFER INTERFACE

VIEW PGM INFO

Pressing Enter will show pertinent version information about the application. As
in the following example:

Hand Held Products OLV G.00

x.G.00 - 4 08/20/97

Hand Held Products OLV

REVISION: G.00

REALTIME SETUP

XMIT CHOICE- ALL

XMIT STATUS - DISABLED

XMIT SYMBOLOGY - DISABLED

XMIT DATA - DISABLED

XMIT FIELD - DISABLED

XMIT FRAMING - TRAILING <CR>

XMIT PROTOCOL - RTS/CTS
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Communication Interface 

The OLV10/20 contains a serial communication port which uses a DB-9 male
connector for field interface. The pin assignments are:

Pin Function

2 Receive Data (RXD)

3 Transmit Data (TXD)

4 Data Terminal Ready (DTR)

5 Ground

7 Request to Send (RTS)

8 Clear to Send (CTS)

Handshaking can be RTS/CTS or XON/XOFF.

As a minimum, pins 2, 3 and 5 must be connected to another RS-232 device for
communications using XON/XOFF handshaking.

Scanner Placement

For maximum performance, please follow these basic rules for scanner
placement:

• Place the lens of the scanner six inches (152 mm) away from the symbol(s)
to be scanned. If the X dimension of the symbol(s) is less than 10 mils (.254
mm), place the scanner 5.5 inches (140 mm) away from the symbol(s) to be
scanned. The scanner may be mounted farther away if lower density
symbols with X greater than 15 mils (.381 mm) are being analyzed.

• Aim the beam at a location where the label is completely flat. If the symbol
is not flat, the beam will curve across the surface and reduce the scanable
area; in a case such as this a slower print speed may be required.

• Align the beam so that it is scanning across the symbol(s) perpendicular to
the symbol elements. Scanning diagonally reduces the scanable area as
the symbols are moving through the beam.

• Align the beam so that it strikes the symbols at an angle between 5 and 15
degrees from perpendicular.

• When using the Sync Mode, place the beam in a position so that it is not in a
bar code at the time the sync signal is received.
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Field Interconnections

An OLV10/20 unit incorporates a 15-pin D-type connector for field
interconnections. The connector pinouts are as follows:

1 — Isolated synchronization input (+)

2 — Isolated synchronization input (-)

3 — Switch synchronization input GND reference

4 — Switch synchronization input

5 — Output 1

6 — Output 2

7 — Output 3

8 — Output 4

9 — Sensor power in

10 — Sensor power out

11 — Sensor power GND

12 — +5 VDC power in

13 — Power GND

14 — Output GND reference

15 — Output 5
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Appendix A - Code 128 

Code 128 (Special Considerations)

All character formats can be encoded using Code 128. This includes all of the
ASCII alphanumeric characters (numbers letters and special characters) and
control characters in the 128 character set. In addition there are three subsets
A, B, and C, providing for specific applications.

• Code subset A includes all of the standard numeric keyboard characters
plus control and special characters.

• Code subset B includes all of the standard alphanumeric keyboard
characters plus lower case alphabetic and special characters.

• Code subset C includes a set of 100 digit pairs from 00 to 99 inclusive,
allowing definition of double density numeric digits per character, plus
special characters.

• The last seven characters of Subsets A and B and the last three characters
of Subset C are special characters that define special operations to the
code reading device.

Code 128 Data Analysis Screen Display

In order to accommodate up to 32 character Code 128 bar codes, the OLV10/20
uses a 2-field columnar display; that is, it displays each encoded character in a
column of two alphanumeric symbols.

If the bar code is longer than sixteen encoded characters, the Select button
must be pressed to display the second sixteen columns, each representing an
additional coded character. Press Select again, to step the display into the
remaining analysis screens. (See Appendix C - Analysis Screens, on page 56.)

Table A-1 shows the code subsets for 128. The OLV10/20 display (in the
shaded boxes) is just below the encodable code 128 character sets.

Note: Only the first and last alphanumerics of each ASCII character are
displayed.
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Table A-1
Code 128 - Subset A

(Shaded boxes are the Verifier’s display)

SP ! " # $ % & ' ( ) * + - . / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : ;

! " # $ % & ' ( ) * + - . / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : ;

< = > ? @ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W

< = > ? @ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W

Y Z [ \ ] ^ _ NUL SOH STX ETX EOT ENQ ACK BEL BS HT LF

N S S E E E A B B H L
Y Z [ ¥ ] ^ _ L H X X T Q K L S T F

VT FF CR SO SI DLE DC1 DC2 DC3 DC4 NAK SYN ETB CAN EM SUB

V F C S S D D D D D N S E C E S
T F R O I E 1 2 3 4 K N B N M B

ESC FS GS RS US FNC3 FNC2 SHIFT CODE-C CODE-B FNC-4 FNC-1

E F G R U F F S C C F F
C S S S S 3 2 T C B 4 1

START (CODE A) START (CODE B) START (CODE C) STOP

* * * *
A B C *
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Table A-2
Code 128 - Subset B

SP ! " # $ % & ' ( ) * + - . / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : ;

! " # $ % & ' ( ) * + - . / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : ;

< = > ? @ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W

< = > ? @ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W

Y Z [ \ ] ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h I j k l m n o p q r s t

Y Z [ ¥ ] ^ _ ` a b c d e f g h I j k l m n o p q r s t

u v w x y z { | } ~ DEL FNC-3 FNC-2 SHIFT CODE-C FNC-4

D F F S C F
u v w x y z { | } -> L 3 2 T C 4

CODEA FNC1

C F
A 1

START (CODE A) START (CODE B) START (CODE C) STOP

* * * *
A B C *
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Table A-3
Code 128 - Subset C

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

CODEB CODEC FNC1

C C F
B C 1

START (CODE A) START (CODE B) START (CODE C) STOP

* * * *
A B C *
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Note: On the LCD Display the OLV10/20 will show a Yen symbol “¥” instead of
a backslash “\” however it will print out as a backslash. On the LCD Display the
OLV10/20 will show a right arrow “→” instead of a tilde “~” however it will print
out as a tilde.

Code 128 Pass/Fail Analysis Screen Display

Code 128 is given some special considerations in this mode. Data is displayed
in rows like the other symbologies but only the printable ASCII characters in
each subset are displayed. All other characters including the start code, stop
code and check digit are not displayed.

For reference to Code 128 characters that are not printable see Table A-1
Code 128 - Subset A, on page 48. In subset A and B, any character that must
use the top and bottom row to be displayed, is a non-printable character. For
example, in subset A, ACK is non-printable and will not be shown in the Pass/
Fail Analysis Screen.

Code 128 Transmission Format

In real time mode transmissions the full columnar display information is
transmitted; therefore, each symbol character is transmitted as two characters.
The order of transmission is column by column. For example, the transmission
for a start code “A” character will be the two ASCII characters “*A” consecutively.
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Appendix B - Symbology Analysis Parameters 

Table B-1
Parameter Type Error Messages indicates the type of error message displayed
for each parameter type checked by the OLV10/20. Table B-2
Parameters Checked for each Symbology describes each parameter checked
for each symbology type in the OLV10/20.

Table B-1
Parameter Type Error Messages

Parameter Message Provided on Data Analysis Screen

Ratio WARNING RATIO

Inter-Character Gap (ICG) WARNING ICG

Valid Data Character FORMAT ERROR

Mod Check Digits BAD MOD CHECK

Bar Width Deviation Range WARNING WIDE (or NARROW)

Bar Width Deviation Average REJECTED WIDE (or NARROW)

Addendum Parity (UPC/EAN) FORMAT ERROR

ANSI Decodability FAILURE D/BILITY (DCD. In initial Pass/Fail
screen)

ANSI Reference Decode WARNING REF. DEC.

Object in Quiet Zone WARNING QZ/SS

Addendum Gap (UPC/EAN) WARNING QZ/SS
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Table B-2
Parameters Checked for each Symbology

Symbology Ratio ICG Data Char. Mod Chk Tolerance (+ -)

USS CODE 39 2.0-3.0 .5X-8X STD CODE 39 N/A ((12R-8)/81)X

AIAG B-1 2.2-3.2 .5X-8X STD CODE 39 N/A ((12R-8)/81)X

AIAG B-3 $/+%

B-4 B-5 2.8-3.2 .5X-8X NOT ALLOWED N/A ((12R-8)/81)X

LOGMARS 2.2-3.0 .5X-8X STD CODE 39 N/A ((12R-8)/81)X

ANSI 3 OF 9 2.2-3.0 .5X-8X STD CODE 39 N/A ((12R-8)/81)X

3 OF 9 W/43 2.2-3.0 .5X-8X STD CODE 39;

4 CHARS MIN. MOD 43 ((12R-8)/81)X

HIBC 3 OF 9 2.2-3.0 .5X-8X STD CODE 39;

MIN 2 CHARS;

1ST. = "+" MOD 43 ((12R-8)/81)X

USS 12 OF 5 2.0-3.0 N/A N/A N/A ((18R-21)/80)X

ANSI 2 OF 5 2.2-3.0 N/A N/A N/A ((18R-21)/80)X

CASE CODE 2.3-2.9 N/A 3 DATA CHARS

MIN. MOD 10 ((18R-21)/80)X

USS 128 N/A N/A N/A MOD 103 .40X

CODE 128 N/A N/A N/A MOD 103 .35X

UPC/EAN N/A N/A N/A MOD 10 SEE NOTE 3

USS

CODABAR 2.0-3.0 .5X-8X STD CODABAR N/A ((5R-8)/20)X

CODABAR

VARIANT 2.2-3.0 .5X-8X STD CODABAR N/A ((5R-8)/20)X

CODE 93 N/A N/A STD CODE 93 C&K .35X

USS CODE 93 N/A N/A STD CODE 93 C&K .45X
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Notes:

X = X dimension (The intended width of the narrow elements, bars or spaces,
dictated by the application and/or symbology specification.)

Tolerance is expressed as a fraction of the X dimension

R = Ratio in the calculations

UPC/EAN tolerances: 80 - 89% = .14X

90 - 115% = .30X

116 - 150% = .34X

151 - 200% = .38X

Quiet Zone Analysis

The OLV10/20 trims data gathered during a scan to approximately 10 times the
X dimension on each side of a bar code for all symbologies except UPC and
EAN. The areas are assumed to be quiet zones and are included in the symbol
analysis. If a low reflectance object is detected in these areas, the message
“Warning QZ/SS” is displayed. This means a quiet zone is too narrow or the
start (or stop) code may have extra elements encoded.

The Laser scanner scans in only one direction, left to right. In some cases, an
object in the leading (left) quiet zone will not allow the symbol to be decoded.

Quiet Zone Analysis for UPC and EAN symbols are described in the following
tables. In cases where an addendum is included in the bar code, an addendum
gap analysis is also performed.
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Table B-3
Acceptable Parameters for Symbols Without Addenda

Symbology Leading QZ Trailing QZ

UPC-A 9X Minimum 9X Minimum

UPC-E 9X Minimum 7X Minimum

EAN-13 11X Minimum 7X Minimum

EAN-8 7X Minimum 7X Minimum

Table B-4
Acceptable Parameters for Symbols With Addenda

Symbology Leading QZ Trailing QZ GAP Size

UPC-A 9X Minimum 5X Minimum 9 - 12X

UPC-3 9X Minimum 5X Minimum 9 - 12X

EAN-13 11X Minimum 5X Minimum 7 - 10X

EAN-8 7X Minimum 5X Minimum 7 - 10X
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Appendix C - Analysis Screens 

Pass/Fail Analysis Screen

When View Activations is selected from the Buffer Interface Menu, a Pass/Fail
Analysis Screen is displayed for the last symbol scanned and analyzed. An
example of a Pass/Fail Analysis Screen for an acceptable symbol is shown
below:

065742

ANSI I 2 of 5

The upper row indicates the decoded data. If there are more than 16 characters,
press Select to scroll through the data. If the symbology is Code 128 or Code
93, only printable characters will display. See Appendixes A and E for
descriptions of how Code 128 and Code 93 are displayed by the OLV10/20.

The lower row can provide the following:

• The lower row can provide the symbology type in cases where the symbol is
acceptable (as in the example above.) See Table C-1, C-2 and C-3 for code
identifiers.

• The lower row can provide the symbology type and a warning or reject
message, in cases where the symbol is not acceptable as in the example
below. The codes are abbreviated in this readout. See Table C-2 for
abbreviated identifiers.

UPC-A

REJECT NARR
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Table C-1
Code Identifiers

LOGMARS Code 39 Symbology

AIAG B-1 Code 39 symbology

AIAG B 3/4/5 Code 39 symbology

ANSI 3 of 9 Code 39 symbology

HIBC 3 of 9 Code 39 symbology

ANSI W/43 Code 39 symbology

USS 3 of 9 Code 39 symbology

ANSI I 2 of 5 Interleaved 2 of 5

UPC CASEC Interleaved 2 of 5

USS CODABR USS Codabar

ANSI CODAB ANSI Codabar Variant

USS C93 USS Code 93

ANSI C93 Code 93

USS C128 USS Code 128

ANSI C128 Code 128

X - Y % UPC-A Uniform Product Code, Ver. A

X - Y % UPCA+2 Uniform Product Code, Ver. A with 2 digit addendum

X - Y % UPCA+5 Uniform Product Code, Ver. A with 5 digit addendum

X - Y % UPC-E Uniform Product Code, Ver. E

X - Y % UPCE+2 Uniform Product Code, Ver. E with 2 digit addendum

X - Y % UPCE+5 Uniform Product Code, Ver. E with 5 digit addendum

X - Y % EAN-13 European Article Number 13 digit

X - Y % EAN13+2 European Article Number 13 digit with 2 digit addendum

X - Y % EAN13+5 European Article Number 13 digit with 5 digit addendum

X - Y % EAN-8 European Article Number 8 digit

X - Y % EAN8+2 European Article Number 8 digit with 2 digit addendum

X - Y % EAN8+5 European Article Number 8 digit with 5 digit addendum

Note:

• All ANSI symbologies are traditional specifications using bar width deviation.

• X and Y represent the magnification range selected for UPC/EAN tolerances
described in Setup.
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Table C-2
Code Identifier Descriptions for Pass/Fail Analysis Screen

Identifier Symbology Type

U39 USS Code 39

B-1 Code 39; B-1 sub-specification for AIAG

B345 Code 39; B2,3 or 4 sub-specification for AIAG

LOG Code 39; LOGMARS sub-specification

HIBC Code 39; HIBC sub-specification

3 OF 9 Code 39; Traditional ANSI sub-specification

39+C Code 39; with Mod 43

U25 USS I2 of 5

I25 Interleaved 2 of 5

CC Interleaved 2 of 5 Case Code sub-specification

U128 USS Code 128

C128 Code 128

UPCA UPC version A

UA+2 UPC version A plus 2 digit addendum

UA+5 UPC version A plus 5 digit addendum

UPCE UPC version E

UE+2 UPC version E plus 2 digit addendum

UE+5 UPC version E plus 5 digit addendum

EAN8 EAN 8 character

E8+2 EAN 8 plus 2 digit addendum

E8+5 EAN 8 plus 5 digit addendum

EN13 EAN 13 character

13+2 EAN 13 plus 2 digit addendum

13+5 EAN 13 plus 5 digit addendum

U93 USS 93

C93 Code 93

UCBR USS Codabar

CBR Codabar Variant
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Data Analysis Screens

Press Enter to access the Data Analysis Screens from the Pass/Fail Analysis
Screen. Press Select to scroll each screen. Press Enter at any time to return to
the initial screen.

Press Enter again to navigate to the same Data Analysis Screen that was
displayed prior to re-entering the initial screen. This feature is useful if you wish
to view a specific Data Analysis screen. In essence, the first Data Analysis
Screen to be displayed is “programmable.” All Data Analysis Screens are
described below in their relative order of appearance.

The decoded symbol data is provided. The OLV10/20 can decode symbols with
as many as 64 symbol characters. The LCD can present 16 characters on the
top line, and then if necessary, continue displaying the remaining characters on
the bottom line. This is illustrated below.

*ABCDEF123*

OR

*ABCDEF123456GHK

MN789123PQRSTU*

The first display illustrated above represents the decoded symbol information for
a Code 39 symbol encoding up to 16 characters. The second illustration
represents the decoded information for a Code 39 symbol encoding more than
16 characters. If the decoded symbol contains more than 32 characters, press
Select to scroll through the remaining data.

Note: Code 128 is displayed in sixteen columns of two alphanumerics; each
column representing a decoded Code 128 symbol module. Two 16 column fields
are used to represent a 32 character decode. Press the Select button to display
the second field. See Appendix A on page 47 for details regarding displaying
Code 128 on the Data Analysis screens.

After reviewing the decoded symbol data, press the Select button.
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The next display indicates (when applicable) the decoded Mod check character
and the Mod check character that should have been decoded (expected) in the
symbol and if it passed or failed. For example:

MODCK: 5 PASS
EXPECT: 5

In the case of Code 128, the Mod check character is displayed as the
symbology's character value (a number from 000 to 102); as opposed to the
Decoded Data Information Screen which displays the character in the form of the
code subset being used.

Code 93 will display 2 Mod check characters. See Appendix E on page 64 for
information regarding Code 93 character representations.

The next screen indicates the symbology type on the upper row and the analysis
overview on the bottom row. An example of an ANSI Interleaved 2 of 5 screen
is:

ANSI I 2 OF 5

REJECTED WIDE

See Table C-1
Code Identifiers on page 57 for symbology code identifiers and refer to Appendix
B - Symbology Analysis Parameters, page 52, for details on how each
symbology is analyzed and what messages are provided.

The next screen provides only a ratio on the top row (when applicable):

RATIO: 2.8

If the ratio is not appropriate (UPC, EAN, Code 93 or Code 128), this screen will
be omitted.

The next screen provides the ANSI decodability calculation and grade on the top
row and the ANSI reference decode grade on the bottom row:

D/BILITY: .91 A

REF DECODE: A
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Press Select again to see the data for the symbol’s bar width deviations. The
graphic data on the LCD, illustrated below, is a pictorial representation of the
average bar width deviation from the calculated average narrow element width in
relation to the tolerances for the particular symbology decoded.

-100% TOL. +100%

-----RRAR+++++++

The letter “R” represents the range of bar width deviations of the characters in
the symbol. The letter “A” represents the average of all characters’ bar width
deviations.

Each position on the LCD represents 14% of the entire nominal scanning
tolerance. The scale below shows the actual percentage of the scanning
tolerance at each block position.

-93 -79 -65 -50 -36 -22 -8 -1 0 8 22 36 50 65 79 93

• Blocks to the left of the center indicate bars that are narrower than ideal.

• Blocks to the right of center indicate bars that are wider than ideal.

A symbol is acceptable until any calculated bar width deviation exceeds 100% of
the tolerance for the particular symbology decoded.

The data analysis levels are represented as follows:

Acceptable

-100% tol +100%

-----RRRARR+++++

This occurs when both “R” and “A” are in tolerance.

Warning

------------RRRAR(R)

This occurs when “R” is out of tolerance in either direction. [“R” is off the screen]
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Rejected

----------------RRR(A)

This occurs when “A” is out of tolerance in either direction. [“A” is off the screen]

Press the Select button again to display the first technical Data Analysis Screen.
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Appendix D - Scan History Buffer 

As each bar code is scanned, the analysis results are accumulated in the scan
history buffer. This history buffer will count the analysis failures—warning wide,
rejected Mod check, etc. The number of acceptable bar codes analyzed will also
tally.

The scan history buffer is maintained on a pattern-by-pattern basis. This means
that whenever a change is made to a pattern, the previous history buffer is
closed and a new history buffer is opened to accept data from the new pattern.

The scan history buffer can be printed by selecting the Buffer option from the
Main Menu. Select the PRT SCAN HISTORY option to begin the printout. The
output will consist of all history buffers, beginning with the most recent.

The scan history buffer may be reset—all history buffers deleted—by selecting
the RESET BUFFER option on the reset menu.

Security levels are defined as follows:

1 = Any scan line contains Auto Discrimination Mode

2 = All scan lines do not contain an Auto Discrimination Mode

3 = All symbols in all Enabled Scan Lines contain a defined
number of characters or Data Match Mode

4 = All symbols in all enabled scan lines are in Data Match Mode

(Security levels 3 and 4 enhance system thruput.)
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Appendix E - Code 93 

Code 93 encodes 43 data characters consisting of, 0-9, A-Z, 6 symbols and
space, four control characters and a unique Start/Stop character. The entire 128
ASCII character set is represented in Code 93 using combinations of control
characters and basic data characters.

Each symbol includes two check characters. They are checked by the OLV10/20
and displayed on the Mod check Data Analysis Screen. These two check
characters are referred to in the USS-Code 93 specifications as “C” and “K.”
They are displayed in that order on the Data Analysis Screen.

The entire Code 93 character set is shown in Table E-1. The OLV10/20 displays
the characters shown in the columns labeled Code 93 in the figure. As
mentioned before, some ASCII characters require two Code 93 data characters.
The OLV10/20 can decode up to 62 Code 93 data characters plus the Start/Stop
characters.

The Start/Stop and control characters cannot be displayed on the LCD as shown
in Table E-1. They are displayed as:

* is substituted for Stop/Start characters

< is substituted for encircled $

> is substituted for encircled %

; is substituted for encircled /

@ is substituted for encircled +

The characters are also transmitted in this form in print and real time
communications modes.
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Table E-1

ASCII Code 93 ASCII Code 93 ASCII Code 93 ASCII Code 93

NUL % U SP Space @ % V ’ % W
SOH $ A ! / A A A a + A
STX $ B " / B B B b + B
ETX $ C # / C C C c + C
EOT $ D $ $ D D d + D
ENQ $ E % % E E e + E
ACK $ F & / F F F f + F
BEL $ G ' / G G G g + G
BS $ H ( / H H H h + H
HT $ I ) / I I I i + I
LF $ J · / J J J j + J
VT $ K + + K K k + K
FF $ L , / L L L l + L
CR $ M — — M M m + M
SO $ N • • N N n + N
SI $ O / / O O o + O
DLE $ P 0 0 P P p + P
DC1 $ Q 1 1 Q Q q + Q
DC2 $ R 2 2 R R r + R
DC3 $ S 3 3 S S s + S
DC4 $ T 4 4 T T t + T
NAK $ U 5 5 U U u + U
SYN $ V 6 6 V V v + V
ETB $ W 7 7 W W w + W
CAN $ X 8 8 X X x + X
EM $ Y 9 9 Y Y y + Y
SUB $ Z : / Z Z Z z + Z
ESC % A ; % F [ % K { % P
FS % B < % G \ % L ; % Q
GS % C = % H ] % M } % R
RS % D > % I ^ % N ˜ % S
US % E ? % J — % O DEL % T
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Appendix F - UPC/EAN Magnifications 

UPC and EAN symbols have fixed lengths and formats; therefore, the only way
to change their sizes is to magnify them. Specifications relative to bar/space
tolerances are published for 80% to 200% magnifications.

While the OLV10/20 does not measure the bars and spaces to derive a
magnification, it does determine the relative sizes of the elements and therefore
the bar width deviations.

When UPC and EAN symbols are being analyzed, the approximate symbol
magnification must be known in order to most accurately determine if the symbol
is within tolerance.

For example, if a range of 90 - 115% magnification is selected and a 200 %
symbol is being analyzed, there is a greater chance of a warning message for a
symbol that is actually within specification due to the more strict tolerances of a
smaller symbol.

Conversely, if a 151 - 200 % magnification is selected and a 100% symbol is
being analyzed, there is a greater chance that an acceptable message will be
displayed for the symbol when it doesn’t meet the proper bar width deviation
specifications.
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Appendix G - Command Language, OLVCL1 

Overview

OLVCL1 is an interpreted programming language designed to interface a Hand Held
Products OLV10/20 to a host computer from an RS-232 serial port.

An OLVCL1 command stream must begin with a start of text character. The host must
then wait for an Acknowledge character from the OLV10/20 before transmitting the
remainder of the command stream.

The final character transmitted in the command stream must be an end of text
character which indicates to the OLV10/20 that the command stream has been
completed.

Each OLVCL1 command consists of a single character (letter) followed by
various combinations of fixed and optional fields, ending with a termination
character.

An OLVCL1 command stream can consist of one or many commands. These
commands are used to access all the programmable functions available in the
OLV10/20 in order to allow operation and set-up without manual user interface from a
keypad.

Upon receiving a command stream, the OLV10/20 parses and processes the
stream, but no changes are activated until the entire command stream has been
successfully received. Any error detected within the command stream received
causes a void of the entire stream. The command stream status is indicated by
an acknowledgment character transmitted from the OLV10/20 following receipt
of the complete command stream.

Special Characters

The following sections describe the special characters in OLVCL1. These characters
are used as delimiters rather than commands or data.

Start of Text

The start of text character is a single character represented by the ASCII
character STX (hex value 02). This character must be sent by the host system
preceding any command stream.
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The host must wait approximately 500 ms for an Acknowledge character to be sent back
by the verifier before the remainder of the command stream can be sent. This allows the
OLV10/20 to shut down all scanning operations reliably and to receive the pending
command stream.

End of Text

The end of text character is a single character represented by an ASCII character ETX
(hex value 03). This character must be the next character sent after the last character in
the command stream has been transmitted. It must be sent within 60 seconds of the
last data character.

Upon receipt of the ETX character, the OLV10/20 will respond with one of two
possible characters:

The ASCII character ACK (hex value 06) will indicate the command
stream has been successfully processed. The OLV10/20 will
function as if GO on the Main Menu was enabled when this
character is transmitted. See Print Buffer Command (B) for
special case.

The ASCII character NAK (hex value 15) will indicate there has
been a command stream error and the whole transmission was
ignored. The OLV10/20 will not go to scanning operation until a
valid command stream has been received, or until GO has been
enabled from the keypad. In the case of a keypad GO input, the
previous setup parameters will be enabled.

End of Text as Error Indication

Upon receipt of an STX character, an ETX character will be sent if there has
been a system malfunction. This condition causes all parameters to be reset to
their default settings. In this case, the host must re-program all appropriate
parameters for this application.

Command Termination

Each command and, in some cases command optional fields, must be
terminated with the ASCII slash character “/” (hex value 2F).

The termination character may be followed by ASCII CR (hex value 0D) and/or
LF (hex value 0A), (or any other ASCII character with a value less than hex 20),
but it is not required.

Note: Using an ETX character (hex value 03) will signify the end of the
command stream.
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Commands

This section describes each of the OLVCL1 commands that can be used to form
a command stream. We recommend that the user be familiar with all OLV10/20
menu features and functions before reading this section.

Comments in the Text

The user may place comments within the command stream. The format of the
comment command is:

##command text here##

Error Code Display

If an error occurs during the download, the program displays an error code on
the error display. The code consists of a single letter to define the download
command and a two-digit hexadecimal number to define the error type. The
command letters are:

Letters Description

# Comment command

B Print buffer command

I Initialize command

L Scan line setup command

M Mode setup command

O Real-time Output setup command

P Port configuration setup command

R Reset system command

U Unknown download command
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The error codes are:

Code Description

01 Incorrect command format

02 Numeric value out-of-range or wrong number
of characters

03 Invalid sub-command

04 Termination character not found

05 Incorrect data in Data Match string

06 Too few field characters or too few bar codes
for the pattern

07 Security level changed error

08 Invalid download command

09 Too many bar codes error

Table G-1
OLVCL1 Commands

Letter Command Description

R Reset Access all parameters in the Reset Menu

I Initialize Accesses default parameters used for
initial system startup

P Port Configuration Accesses port programming

functions in the CONFIG menu

O Real Time Setup Accesses all parameters avail-able in the
REALTIME menu

L Scan Line Setup Accesses all parameters in the PATTERN
menu

M Mode Setup Accesses system mode parameters in the
CONFIG menu

B Print Buffer Accesses all print parameters in BUFFER
menu

The commands may be sent in any order within a command stream. However,
special care is needed because commands are interpreted in the order that they
are received. Each command requires a particular form. The form for each
command is described in following sections.
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Reset (R)

This command is used to access the parameters available in the RESET menu.

The command form is R/ .

Up to two additional parameters can be added between the command and
termination character (/).

P = Ports

B = Buffer (Scan History Buffer)

Default condition is both parameters reset.

Examples:

R/ = Reset Ports and Scan History Buffer (by default)

RP/ = Reset Ports only

RB/ = Reset Scan History Buffer

Initialize System (I)

This command causes the unit to initialize to default backup parameters.

Example:

I/ = Initialize system

Port Configuration (P)

This command can configure a particular port’s parameters.

The basic form is: P#/

# = Port number (1 → 5) (one character)

Eight parameters are programmed by placing their commands between the “#”
and the “/” characters, in any order. If the parameter command is not included,
that parameter is set to the default condition. The Parameters, Commands and
Field sizes are:

Active Polarity (1 character)

F = “OFF” “ON” = Default

Any Warnings (1 character)

W = “YES” Default = “NO”

Reject Types (1 character)

B = “YES,” both no-read and symbol quality rejects

Default = “NO”

N = No-read Only
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R = Symbol quality Rejects only, not including no-read

Good Evaluation (1 character)

G = “YES” Default = “NO”

Scan Profile (2 characters)

Sg

S = “YES” g = Highest Failing Grade (B, C, D, F)

Default = “NO”

Accumulative events (3 characters)

Axx = Enabled

xx = 01 → 20 events, (00 = disabled)

Default = Disabled

Consecutive events (3 characters)

Cyy = Enabled

yy = 01 → 10 events (00 = disabled)

Default = Disabled

Port Duration (1, 2 OR 3 characters)

L = Latch (default)

Lbc = Latch Pulse

bc = digits representing 9.9 → 0.1 seconds pulse width

(b = seconds c = tenths)

U = PER SCAN

Uc = PER SCAN PULSE

(c = digit representing .1 →→→→ .9 seconds pulse width)

Examples:

P3/ = Program Port 3 to defaults (Port inactive, outputs OFF)

P4FGCO2U2/ =

Program Port 4 to:

• Active OFF Polarity

• Good evaluation for activation

• 2 consecutive events for activation

• Accumulative events disabled (by default)
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• Port duration of PER SCAN PULSE of .2 seconds

• ANY WARNINGS, ANY REJECTS and SCAN

• PROFILE activation disabled (by default).

Real Time Setup (O)

The basic form is: O/

Six parameters are programmed by placing their respective commands in any order
between the O and /. The parameters, commands, and field sizes are:

Real-Time Output Choice (1 character)

A = Always output the selected Real Time fields.

W = Only output the selected Real time fields on
Warnings or Failures.

Disabled = Default

This command accesses the parameters in the REALTIME Menu. An added
parameter, Field Output Status, is also included and is described in the “F”
parameter description

Status Output (1 character)

S = Enabled Disabled = Default

Symbology Output (1 character)

B = Enabled Disabled = Default

Data Type (1 character)

D = Data Characters Only Disabled = Default

Y = All Symbol Characters

Framing (1 character)

TRAILING CR = (default)

E = STX/ETX

N = NONE

Protocol

RTS/CTS = (default)

X = XON/XOFF
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Field Output Status

F = Enable Default = Disable

Field Output Status shall be returned as one byte of information as shown below:

MSB LSB

X X X 5 4 3 2 1

• XXX = Not used bits

• 1 → 5 = Bits referring to ports 1 → 5 respectively.

• DATA bit = “1” signifies port is active at the time of processing the
command.

The parameters are transmitted in the following order:

1. Status

2. Symbology Type

3. Field Output Status

4. DATA

Parameters that are not enabled will not be transmitted.

Examples:

OASD/ or OWSD/ =

Real Time function enabled

Status enabled

Decode Data only enabled

Trailing CR character enabled (by default)

RTS/CTS protocol enabled (by default)

Field Output Status and Symbology type disabled (by default)

O/ =

Real Time output disabled (by default)

Scan Line Setup (L)

This command is used to set up one scan line of a pattern. It will delete scan
lines of a higher number designation and not change lower numbered scan lines.
This allows greater flexibility with a minimum number of characters transmitted.

The basic form is:

L##MMA/[Security Programming]/
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• ## = Scan line number 01 → 06 (default = 01)

• MM = MAX scans per analysis 01 → 10 (default = 10)

• A = Number of symbols across (1 → 4) (default = 1)

Security Programming consists of up to 3 fields per bar code across the scan
line in the following basic form:

EEEECCdd...d/

EEEE = Bar code symbology type.

Default = 0000 (Auto discrimination)

CC = Number of symbol characters (00, 01 → 32)

Default = 00 (OFF)

dddd...d = Symbol character data for data match mode.
Includes Start, Mod Check, Stop, etc. 1 to 32
characters are allowed (restricted by the
symbology) except for CODE 128 which requires
two characters per symbol character.

This command is very flexible. The following are some basic rules regarding its
use:

• Scan Lines can be defined in any order—not necessarily the order in which
they will be scanned.

• The highest scan line number programmed in a command stream indicates
the number of scan lines in a pattern. For example, if 4 scan lines are
programmed and a new command stream programs only Scan Line 2, then
Scan Lines 3 and 4 will be disabled and Scan Line 1 will remain unchanged.

• Any scan lines already programmed will not be affected if a scan line
designated by the next higher number is added. For example, if Scan Line
1 is programmed and a command stream is received which programs only
Scan Line 2, then Scan Line 1 will remain the same and the new pattern will
contain two scan lines.

• The ##, MM and A fields in the L Command must all be transmitted if the
default conditions are not used.

• Security Programming fields, when used, must be sent in the proper
sequence: EEEECCdd...d/. When more than one symbol across is
involved, the Security Programming Fields must be sent in the order the bar
codes are scanned.

• If Security Programming Field CC is used, field EEEE must also be used
and cannot have a value of 0000.
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• If Security Programming Field dddd...d is used, fields EEEE and CC must
also be used.

If a scan line contains more than one bar code and a Security Programming
Field dddd...d is used, then all bar codes for that line must have a Security
Programming Field dddd...d defined.

Examples:

L01031/ =

• 1 Scan line in pattern

• 3 Maximum scans per analysis

• 1 Symbol across

• Auto discriminate mode (by default)

L01051/010005/ =

• 1 Scan line in pattern

• 5 Maximum scans per analysis

• 1 Symbol across

• Symbol type is USS CODE 3 of 9

• Symbol contains 5 characters (including

• START/STOP)

DATA MATCH MODE disabled (by default) L02052/1001/

This command sequence when added to Example 2 =

• 2 Scan Lines in the pattern

• Scan Line 1 identical to Example 2 above

• Scan Line 2 set for 5 max scans

• Scan Line 2 = 2 symbols across

• First symbol read in Scan Line 2 = Auto discriminate (by default)

• Second symbol read in Scan Line 2 is ANSI CODABAR

Mode Setup (M) (Operating modes in the Config Menu)

This command Selects the operating modes in the CONFIG Menu. The form to
enable the FREESCAN Mode is:

MFhig/

hig — 3 digits representing 00.1 → 99.9 seconds for background timer value. If
“hig” is not included, the background timer is disabled. If “hig” is included, the
background timer is enabled and reinitialized upon processing this command.
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The form to enable the Standard Sync Mode is:

MSp/

p = Polarity indicator

ACTIVE ON = default

F = ACTIVE OFF

The form to enable Envelope SYNC Mode is:

MEp/

p = Polarity indicator

ACTIVE ON = default

F = ACTIVE OFF

Examples:

MF/ = Enable FREESCAN Mode—timer disabled (by
default)

MF013/ = Enable FREESCAN Mode—background timer
enabled, timer value=1.3 seconds, initialize timer.

MS/ = Enable SYNC Mode. POLARITY = ACTIVE ON
(by default)

MEF/ = Enable SYNC Mode. POLARITY = ACTIVE OFF

Print Buffer (B)

This command allows access to the PRINT parameters in the BUFFER Menu.

The basic form is B/.

Five possible parameters can be transmitted (printed) by the OLV10/20. Default
is all parameters transmitted.

The five parameters are:

1. C = PRNT PORT CONFIG menu Selection

2. S = PRNT PATTERN menu Selection

3. R = PRNT REALTIME menu Selection

4. H = PRT SCAN HISTORY menu Selection

5. A[a] = PRNT ACTIVATIONS menu Selection

[a] = Port designators (1 → 5) and can be up to 5 characters.

Default = All ports’ activations transmitted.
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Examples:

B/ = Transmit all available information.

BHA/ = Transmit Scan History Buffers and all Port
Activations (by default).

BA125/ = Transmit Port Activations for Ports 1, 2, and 5
only. No other information is transmitted.

The parameters will be transmitted in the following order:

“RCSAH”

Those parameters that are not enabled will not be transmitted. The unit will not
begin scanning until all parameters have been transmitted.

• The particular port activation parameters will be transmitted in numerical
order of the ports selected.

• The parameters are transmitted before the ACK character signifying receipt
of a valid command stream.

The unit will not begin scanning until the buffer transmission is completed

Command Streams

Described below are the host and OLV10/20 data transmissions for a command
sequence that instructs the OLV10/20 to transmit all Scan History Buffer data,
clear the Scan History Buffer, then continue scanning.

Example 1:

Note: t1 = 500 ms max. T2 = 800 MS MAX.

[ACK] = ASCII character—hexadecimal value = 06

[STX] = ASCII character—hexadecimal value = 02

[ETX] = ASCII character—hexadecimal value = 03

[SCAN HISTORY DATA] = Buffer data, length

depending on number of buffers that have been

stored.

BH/ = Print Buffer command—scan history only

RB/ = Reset command—scan history buffer only
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Appendix H - Bar Code Definitions 

Achieved Width

The calculated element width based on measurements.

Alphanumeric

Alphabetic and numeric including punctuation marks.(In programming an
alphanumeric cannot be used to do arithmetic.)

ANSI

American National Standards Institute, Inc. 1430 Broadway, New York, New
York 10018

Aperture

The opening in an optical device, such as a scanner, photometer, or
camera, which determines its field of view. Most apertures are circular, but
they may be rectangular or elliptical.

Application Standards (Specification)

Specification defining the method by which and conditions under which bar
code technology may be applied to a particular purpose, prescribing, for
example, data format, optical requirements and symbology-related
parameters as subsets of the range defined by relevant technical standards.

Aspect Ratio

The ratio of height to width of a bar code symbol.

Bar

Any of the dark lines in a printed bar code symbol.

Bar Code

An array of parallel rectangular bars and spaces arranged according to the
encodation rules of a particular symbol specification in order to represent
data in machine readable form.

Bar Code Reader

A device used to capture the data encoded in a bar code symbol. It consists
of two parts: a) the scanner, an input device which sends signals
proportional to the reflectivity of each successive element of the symbol to
the decoder, and b) the decoder, which examines the signals from the
scanner and translates them into recognizable or computer-compatible data.
The decoder itself is sometimes erroneously called a reader.
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Bar Code Symbol

The combination of symbol characters and features required by a particular
symbology, including quiet zones, start and stop characters, data
characters, check characters and other auxiliary patterns, which together
form a complete scannable entity.

Bar Height

The dimension of the individual bars in a linear bar code symbol or in a row
of a multi-row bar code symbol measured perpendicular to the scanning
direction.

Bar Width

The transverse dimension of an individual bar in a bar code symbol
measured parallel to the scanning direction. The number of possible width
variations within a particular printed symbol depends on the symbology
used.

Bar Reflectance (Rb)

The smallest reflectance value in a bar.

Bi-directional Code

In two directions – visual backwards and forwards. Denoting that a bar
code symbol can be read successfully either backwards or forwards.
Denoting a scanner that can operate successfully either backwards or
forwards.

Bit

Abbreviation for binary digit. 1. A single element (0 or 1) in a binary
number. 2. A unit of information capacity in a binary storage device.

Character

See Character Set or Human Readable Character.

Character Set

The numbers and/or letters and markings included in a bar code symbol.

Check Digit/Character

A digit or character calculated from other characters in a code by means of
a defined algorithm and used to check that the code is correctly composed.

Contact Code Reader

A light pen or other scanning device that must come into physical contact
with the code medium in order to read the symbol.

Continuous Code

A symbology in which there is no intercharacter gap, i.e. the final element of
one symbol character abuts the first element of the next symbol character
and all the elements carry data continuously.
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Decodability

The measure of the accuracy of the printed bar code against the appropriate
reference decode algorithm. Each symbology has published dimensions for
element widths and provide margins or tolerances for errors in the printing
and reading process. Decodability measures the amount of margin left for
the reading process after printing the bar code.

Decode

A bar code will Pass on Decode when the established bar and space widths
can be converted into the correct series of valid characters using the ANSI
Reference Decode algorithm for a given symbology and or application.

Decoder

An electronic assembly which translates the proportional electrical signals
from a scanner into recognizable or computer-compatible data.

Defects

Voids found in bars or spots found in the spaces and quiet zones of the
code. Each element is individually evaluated for its reflectance non-
uniformity. Element reflectance non-uniformity is the difference between the
highest reflectance value and the lowest reflectance value found within a
given element. Many elements may have zero non-uniformity.

Diffuse Reflection

Reflection of light in all directions. Non-glossy surfaces reflect light in this
way, whereas glossy surfaces produce specular reflection.

Dimensional Deviation (DD)

The measured deviation of bars and/or spaces of a scanned symbol from
the specification.

Discrete Code

A symbology in which the spaces between symbol characters
(intercharacter gaps) do not contain information as each character begins
and ends with a bar. Compare Continuous Code.

Edge Contrast (EC) See Edge Contrast(min)

The difference between the space reflectance (Rs) and adjoining bar
reflectance (Rb).

EC = Rs - Rb

Edge Contrast (min)

Each transition from a bar to a space, or back again, is an “edge” whose
contrast is determined as the difference between peak values in that space
and that bar. Each edge in the scan profile is measured, and the edge that
has the minimum contrast from the transition from space reflectance to bar
reflectance, or from bar to space, is the Minimum Edge Contrast or ECmin.
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Element

A single bar or space in a bar code symbol. The width of individual
elements may be expressed in modules, or in multiples of the X dimension.

Element Edge

The location where the scan reflectance profile intersects the midpoint
between the space reflectance (Rs) and bar reflectance (Rb) of adjoining
elements. Visual measuring techniques will generally locate the element
edge closer to the center of the bar.

Element Reflectance Nonuniformity (ERN)

The reflectance difference between the highest peak and lowest valley
within each individual element and quiet zone. When an element consists
of a single peak or valley, its element reflectance non-uniformity is zero.

Element Width

The thickness or width of a bar or space as measured from its leading edge
to its trailing edge.

Encoded Area

The total linear dimensional space taken by all characters of a code pattern
including start/stop and data.

First Read Rate

The percentage of successful “reads” of a bar code symbol on the first
attempt.

Fixed Beam Scanner

A scanning device in which the beam of light is emitted in a fixed direction,
relying on movement of the bar code symbol relative to the beam to achieve
the scanning action.

Gloss

A phenomenon related to the specular reflection of incident light. The effect
of gloss is to reflect more of the incident light in a specular manner, and to
scatter less. This effect occurs at all angles of incidence and should not be
confused with the grazing angle which is specular reflection often referred to
as sheen.

Global Threshold (GT)

In order to discern bars and spaces, a Global Threshold is established on
the scan reflectance profile by drawing a horizontal line half way between
the highest reflectance value and the lowest reflectance value seen in the
profile.

Guard Bar

The first and last bars of a bar code symbol usually having the pattern 101.
A guard bar generally follows the leading quiet zone and precedes the
trailing quiet zone. This term is used mostly for UPC/EAN symbologies.
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Human Readable Character

The representation of a bar coded data character or data check character in
a standard eye-readable alphabet or numerals, as distinct from its machine-
readable representation.

Infinite Pad Method

The method for measuring reflectance in which the sample substrate being
measured is backed with enough thickness of the same type of substrate so
that doubling the number of sheets does not change the measured value of
reflectance.

Inspection Band

An area of the bar code symbol where measurements shall be taken
spanning from 10% to 90% of the average bar height.

Inter-character Gap

In discrete bar codes, the space that separates two adjacent characters.
When present, inter-character gaps are considered spaces (elements) for
purposes of edge determination and reflectance parameter grades.

Interleaved 2 of 5

A bar code in which characters are paired together using bars to represent
the first character and spaces to represent the second.

Ladder Code

A bar code or symbol printed vertically with the individual bars looking like
the rungs of a ladder.

Laminate

See Over-laminate

Laser Scanner

A device for scanning bar codes which uses a laser beam as its light
source.

Magnification Factor

The constant multiplier applied to the nominal dimensions of a bar code
symbol to obtain the actual dimensions at which it must be produced.

Maximum Element Reflectance Nonuniformity (ERN max)

The largest element reflectance non-uniformity in a scan reflectance profile.

Maximum Reflectance (Rmax)

The largest reflectance value in a scan reflectance profile.

Minimum Edge Contrast (Ecmin)

The smallest edge contrast in a scan reflectance profile.
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Minimum Reflectance (Rmin)

The smallest reflectance value in a scan reflectance profile.

Misread (bad read, mis-scan)

A disparity between the data encoded in a bar code symbol and the data
output from a bar code reader. The error will not be detected by test
routines in the decode algorithm. The output data may erroneously
correspond with valid data. Compare No-read, Non-read.

Modulation (MOD)

Modulation is how a scanner “sees” wide elements (bars or spaces) in
relationship to narrow elements, as represented by reflectance values in the
scan profile. Scanners usually “see” spaces narrower than bars and
scanners typically “see” narrow spaces being even less intense or not as
reflective as wide spaces.

Module

In a linear or multi-row bar code symbology the nominal unit of measure in a
symbol character. In certain symbologies, element widths may be specified
as multiples of one module. Equivalent to X dimension.

Moving Beam Scanner

A scanning device in which the scanning beam is swept by mechanical or
electronic means.

N (wide to narrow ratio)

In symbologies with two element widths, the wide to narrow ratio of
elements is calculated by summing the average wide bar width and average
wide space width and dividing the sum by 2 times Z. Inter-character gaps, if
applicable, are not included.

N = (avg.wide bar + avg. wide space) / (2*Z)

Nanometer (nm)

A unit of measure used to define the wavelength (and hence color) of light.
One nanometer is one thousand millionth of a meter (10-9 meters), or ten
Angstroms. Abbreviation: nm.

Nominal

Denoting the ‘standard’ or ‘ideal’ values of specified parameters of the
elements which make up the characters of symbols.

Nominal Size

The target size for a specific element or group of elements.

No-Read (Non-read, Non-scan)

Lack of data output when a bar code symbol is scanned due to a defective
code, incorrect orientation or speed of scan, scanner failure, or operator
error. Compare Misread
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Numeric

Denoting a character set that includes only numbers. Compare
Alphanumeric.

Omni-directional

In all directions. Used to refer to symbols which can be scanned in any
orientation with an appropriate scanner, or to such a scanner.

Opacity

The property of a substance of preventing light from passing through it.
Substrate opacity affects show-through from the reverse side of the
substrate or any substance underneath it. Ink opacity determines the show
through from the substrate.

Overhead

The number of characters in a symbol required for start, stop and checking.

Over-laminate

A coating or material adhered to the scanning surface of a bar code symbol.

Parity

A system for encoding characters as ‘odd’ (having an odd number of binary
ones in their structure) or “even” (having an even number of binary ones in
their structure), used as self-checking mechanism in bar codes. A parity bit
(parity bar or module) can be incorporated into an encoded character to
make the sum of all the bits always odd or always even, which acts as a
fundamental check.

Peak

The graphical pattern on a scan reflectance profile which looks like an
upside down “U” or “V.” Within a profile a peak represents a space. One or
more peaks could also be found within an element representing a
reflectance change within an element.

Plaque

A template used as a reflectance calibration standard (RCS). The known
reflectance values are posted on the back of the plaque.

Print Contrast Signal (PCS)

A measure of the relative difference between the reflectances of light and
dark elements (in the following formula RL and RD respectively):

Hand Held Products = (RL – RD) / RL.

Profile

See Scan Reflectance Profile
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Quiet Zone

The areas free from interfering markings which must surround a bar code
symbol and, in particular, precede the start character and follow the stop
character. Also referred to as light margin or clear area.

Reference Decode

See Decode.

Reflectance

1. The amount of light of a specified wavelength or range of wavelengths
that is reflected from a surface.

2. Reflectance (sometimes called reflectance factor) is measured on a
scale of 0 to 1, at a wavelength or bandwidth of light (spectral
response) specified in the particular application specification.
Reflectance = R/I

where R = reflected light

I = incident light

Barium sulphate or magnesium oxide is used as ‘near perfect’ reference
white standards (a perfect standard of pure white would have a reflectance
of 1.00 at any wavelength of light). The absence of any light in a vacuum is
used as reference black standard. Samples (such as substrates, inks, etc.)
are tested against the standards under similar illumination.

Reflectance (min)

The reflectance value for at least one bar must be half or less than the
highest reflectance value for a space. If the highest space reflectance value
is equal to 80% the reflectance value of at least one bar in the profile must
be 40% or less.

Reflectance Calibration Standard

(See plaque) A standard or “known” reflectance value, usually printed on
the back of a template or plaque. Bar code verifiers are calibrated for
reflectance using these known values.

Resolution

Measure of the fineness of detail of an image which a piece of equipment
can produce or distinguish. The narrowest bar dimension that can be
produced by a particular device or method or scanned successfully by a
particular scanner.

Scanner

An electronic device that converts optical information (i.e. a printed bar
code) into electrical signals for subsequent decoding and transmission to a
computer. See also Bar Code Reader, Decoder.
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Scan Grade

The lowest grade received for any quality parameter in a reflectance scan
profile. For example, if a grade of A or Pass is received for all quality
parameters except for Modulation, which received a grade of C, the overall
Scan Grade is C.

Scan Reflectance Profile

The plot of the variations in reflectance with distance along a scan path
through a symbol, representing the analogue waveform produced by a
device scanning the symbol.

Segment

Refers to the left and right grouping of modules or elements into segments
to designate parity for checking validity of a scan.

Self-checking

A property of a symbology whereby a checking algorithm is applied to each
character in the code; substitution errors can then only occur when two or
more separate printing defects occur within one character. Codes which are
not self-checking usually have a check character added to the encoded
data.

Show-through

The effect of a dark surface or pattern underlying a substrate on the
reflectance value(s) of the symbol or substrate. Compare Opacity.

Space

An area of relatively high reflectance between the bars in a bar code
symbol.

Space Reflectance (Rs)

The largest reflectance value in a space or quiet zone.

Specular Reflection

Reflection from a surface in which the angle of reflection to normal equals
the angle of incidence to normal.

Start Character/Pattern

An auxiliary character which indicates the beginning (left hand side) of a bar
code symbol

Stop Character/Pattern

An auxiliary character which indicates the end (right hand side) of a bar
code symbol

Substitution Error

A character that is wrongly decoded when a bar code symbol is read.
Compare Misread, Non-read.
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Substrate

The material or medium upon which printed matter (such as a bar code
symbol or OCR characters) or a coating is imposed.

Symbol

See Bar Code symbol.

Symbol Contrast (SC)

The reflectance difference between the points of highest and lowest reflectance
respectively in a scan reflectance profile.

Symbol Grade

The overall symbol grade is based on ten scan profiles, and the average of
their resultant scan grades as defined above. The reason for averaging ten
scans is purely for vertical redundancy. Quality levels could vary within the
height of the bar code being verified.

Symbology

A standard means of representing data in bar code form. Each symbology
specification sets out its particular rules of composition or symbol
architecture.

Symbology Reference Decode Algorithm

A decoding algorithm that may be found in a particular application and/or
symbology specification.

TAPPI

Technical Association of Pulp and Paper Industry.

Technology Park/Atlanta, P.O. Box 105113

Atlanta, GA 30348-5115

Threshold (Global Threshold)

See Global Threshold

Transmission Mode

The mode where light is transmitted through a film master symbol rather
than reflected from a printed symbol.

Truncation

Providing a symbol with normal width but reduced height.

Valley

The graphical pattern on a scan reflectance profile which looks like a “U” or
“V.” Within a profile a valley represents a bar. One or more valleys could
also be found within an element representing a reflectance change within an
element.
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Vertical Redundancy

The availability of more than one scan path through a bar code symbol.

Void

An area of high reflectance in an area of a bar code symbol which is
intended to be of low reflectance.

Wide/Narrow Ratio

The ratio of the widths of wider elements in a symbol to those of narrow
elements.

X Dimension

1. The specified width of the narrow elements in a bar code symbol. See
Z Dimension.

2. The specified width of a single element in a matrix symbol.

Zero Suppression

Technique used to shorten UPC symbols by omitting zeros from the bar
code.

Z Dimension

The average achieved width of the narrow elements in a bar code symbol. It is
equal to half the sum of the average narrow bar width and the average narrow
space width, in two-width symbologies, or to the quotient of the average overall
character width divided by the number of modules per character in modular
symbologies.
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Appendix I - Specifications OLV20 

Electrical

Input Voltage: 115 VAC ± 10%

+5 VDC ± 5% 300 ma max.

100 mv ripple max.

Output Voltage: 24 VDC ± 10% 125 ma max.

100 mv ripple max.

Mechanical

Size

Scanner: Height: 2.2”

Width: 3”

Depth: 6.1”

Control Box: Height: 9.125”

Width: 9.125”

Depth: 3.125”

Weight

Scanner 1.1 lb.

Control Box 4 .0lb.
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Field Interconnections OLV20

The OLV20 incorporates a 25-pin D-type connector for field interconnections.
The connector pinouts are as follows:

1. Isolated synchronization input (+)

2. Isolated synchronization input (-)

3. Switch synchronization input GND reference

4. Switch synchronization input

5. Output GND reference

6. Output 1

7. Output 2

8. Output 3

9. Output 4

10. Output 5

11. Spare GND reference

12. Spare

13. Spare

14. +24V Out

15. +24V GND

16. Spare

17. Spare

18. Spare

19. Spare

20. Spare

21. Spare

22. Spare

23. Spare

24. Spare

25. Spare
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Power Input

The OLV20 requires 115 VAC ± 10% power. Plug the unit into an AC power
outlet. A power switch is provided on the chassis.

Output Connections

Each of the five outputs are open collector type capable of sinking 250 ma
and being pulled up to 24 VDC maximum. They may also be “wire-or’d”.

Connect the desired output to the device being controlled. Note: pin 5 must
be used to connect the ground of the two components together.

Synchronization Inputs

If the Synchronization Mode is desired, one of the synchronization inputs
must be attached to the synchronization signal source.

If a digital signal level or open collector type signal is available, connect the
signal to pin 4. If the signal is originating from a device powered from a
source different than that powering the OLV20, pin 3 must be connected to
the source’s ground.

In the case where the power is a DC voltage, connect the voltage to pin 1
and the source’s ground to pin 2. The input resistance is 47K ohms and can
accommodate DC voltages of approximately 15-100 VDC. 120 Hz full
rectified DC voltages are acceptable.

A 24 VDC power supply is available for powering an external sensor, relay,
etc. Current available is 125 ma. Pin 14 is 24 VDC and pin 15 is Ground.
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Appendix J - Base Stand Assembly 

Refer to the illustration on page 94 when following the instructions below.

1. Mount base stand on base plate as shown using the seven (7) 8-32 Phillips
flat head screws. (Choose the appropriate corner hole pattern to position
the OLV for right or left side label exit.)

2. Install the vertical support into the base stand upright. Position the flat to
face the 1/4-20 thread as shown.

3. Install the 1/4-20 x 3/8 set screw into the base stand. Use the line scribed
on the vertical support to line up the flat with the set screw. Tighten to
secure the vertical support. A 1/8” hex key is provided for this.

4. Insert the horizontal support into the coupling, with the flats facing the
threads as shown. Install two (2) 10-32 set screws into the coupling, and
tighten to secure the horizontal support. A 3/32” hex key is provided for
this.

5. Slide the coupling onto the vertical support and then push the plastic end
cap firmly onto the top end of the vertical support.

6. Install the 1/4” flat washer over the threaded end of the grip knob and then
install the grip knob in the coupling from the side opposite the threaded
insert.

7. Slide the QuickCheck™ OLV 10 onto the horizontal support. Adjust the
verifier position by loosening the verifier knob, moving the verifier left or
right, and then re-tightening the knob. Loosen the grip knob and adjust the
verifier height, then secure by tightening the grip knob. Final adjustment of
the OLV 10 position should place the beam path is near the label exit
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Figure 1
Note: Stand bracket can be mounted on the opposite end of the base for
printers with a left side label exit.
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